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Abstract

The resource allocation problem usually involves optimization on uniform

resources. This thesis solves the problem of finding matchings between several

resources and activities which are optimal for a given linear objective function and

are stable with regard to preferences of the resources and activities. The concept of

a stable matching comes from the stable marriage problem. Given an equal number

of men and women, and, for each person, a strictly ordered preference list containing

all the members of the opposite sex, a stable marriage is a one-to-one matching of

men and women in which there is no man and woman who prefer each other to their

partners. Although this stable marriage problem with its strictly ordered preference

lists (no ties or indifference) has been studied for three decades in computer science,

there are few applications. When arbitrary indifference is allowed, the stable

marriage problem has more applications but fails to have some valuable properties

such as Pareto Efficiency and majority assignment. We suggest using group

preference lists to allow limited indifference in applications. That is, each person

belongs to a group that has a preference list for all groups of the opposite sex. We

show that with this approach, stability guarantees Pareto Efficiency. We have

constructed a correct definition of majority assignment for our case, and show that

stability also guarantees majority assignment. For our approach, there is also a

polynomial-size representation of all the stable matchings for a given problem. Thus

polynomial-time complexity algorithms are possible for optimization over all such
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matchings. We give algorithms to find the maximal elements in the solution lattice,

to find the polynomial-size representation of the solution lattice using rotations, and

to find the partial order on the set of rotations. The first two algorithms generalize

those of Gale-Shapley and Gusfield. The third one is new. All three algorithms run

in O(Np) time, where N is the total number of men or women, p is the number of

groups in the other sex. We also develop the lattice structure theory supporting the

algorithms.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Resource allocation problems are generally defined in terms of resources that

should be allocated to activities in such a way as to maximize an objective function

or a performance measure selected by the decision maker [18, 10]. Many studies

have been done for the optimization problem with a single discrete or continuous

resource and a single constraint. In these studies resources are treated as objects

without their own preferences for the activities, only the decision maker's benefits are

considered. This thesis tries to solve the optimization problem with a linear objective

function and with several available discrete resources, in which the mutual

preferences of resources and activities have been considered. Hence, one important

performance measure in this resource allocation problem is stability.

The concept of stability comes from the stable marriage problem. Given an

equal number of men and women, and, for each person, a strictly ordered preference

list containing all the members of the opposite sex, a stable marriage is a one-to-one

matching of men and women in which there is no pair consisting of a man and a

woman such that they prefer each other over their own partners. Since Gale and

Shapley introduced this problem and an algorithm for it in 1962 [3], much research

has been done on its algorithms [17, 14, 16, 2], on the structure of the space of its

solutions [11, 9, 7, 8], and on extensions of the problem [12, 13, 1]. Although this

problem and algorithms for this problem have been used in such applications as the

hospital and residents problem and college admission problems, the requirement for
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strictly ordered preference lists for all members of the opposite sex was always a

hindrance to its wider application [20].

Gardenfors [4] suggested allowing groups of persons in one's preference list

to indicate one's indifference to ordering of people in the group. His research shows

that, unlike the standard case, stable marriages with this variation of the preference

lists may lose their advantages over unstable ones because a majority of persons do

not necessarily have better partners in such a stable marriage than in an unstable

one. Besides, stability in this case does not guarantee the highest possible

satisfaction for the matching. There is still room for people to exchange their

partners under the stability requirement and obtain more preferred partners. This

is a violation to the Pareto Efficiency property: a stable marriage is Pareto Efficient

if and only if there are no two married couples such that at least one person prefer

swapping partners and the others do not care [4]. Gardenfors did not suggest a

direct way to find all solutions with Pareto Efficiency. Instead, he transforms his

more general problem into many standard ones by ordering the indifference groups

in all possible ways, finding solutions for each of them, and checking Pareto

Efficiency for each solution. This scheme is very inefficient since the number of ways

to order the indifference groups is exponential in the size of the groups. However,

a greater hindrance to a wider application of his scheme is the lack of structural

representation of its solution space without which efficient optimization over the

whole solution space is impossible since the number of solutions for a standard stable

marriage problem is known to grow exponentially with the problem size.
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We suggest using group preference lists to allow limited indifference in

applications. That is, each person belongs to a group that has a preference list for

all groups of the opposite sex. Our research shows that with this approach stability

guarantees Pareto Efficiency. After constructing the correct definition of majority

approval for our case, we show that stability guarantees majority approval. For our

approach, there is also a polynomial-size representation of the solution space. Thus

polynomial-time complexity algorithms are possible for optimization over all stable

matchings of a given problem. There are three major algorithms in our approach

which find the maximal elements in the solution lattice, find the polynomial-size

representation of the solution lattice using rotations, and find the partial order on the

set of rotations. The first two algorithms are generalizations of algorithms developed

by Gale-Shapley and Gusfield, respectively. The third one is new. All three

algorithms run in O(Np) time, where N is the total number of men or women and

p is the number of groups in the other sex.

In the next chapter we formally define the problem this thesis addresses. In

Chapter 3 we introduce the basic notation and preliminary definitions. Chapter 4

presents the generalized Gale-Shapley Algorithm (Algorithm I) and its correctness

proof. In Chapter 5 we discuss Pareto Efficiency. Chapter 6 proves that stability

implies majority assignments in our case. Chapters 7 and 8 describe the structure of

the solution space for our case. In Chapter 9 we show how to represent all solutions

for our case and introduce Algorithm II, which is a generalized version of Gusfield's,

for finding all rotations for a grouped stable matching instance. Chapter 10 discusses
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the partial order on the rotations. In this chapter we introduce Algorithm III, which

differs from Gusfield's, for finding the partial order of rotations in our case. Chapter

11 shows how to reduce three optimization problems to our problem model and how

to reduce our problem to a minimum cut problem. Chapter 12 contains the

conclusions.
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Chapter 2. Definition of the Problem

Suppose we try to match two sets, Green and Red. The sizes of these two sets

are not necessarily equal. Each member of the sets is called a slot. We use a small

letter, g or r, to denote a slot of the Green or the Red, respectively. The set Green

has been partitioned into m non-overlapping subsets, Gt> G2' ..., Gm r and the set

Red into n non-overlapping subsets, Rl' R2 , ... , Rn . All slots within each subset are

regarded as identical. We use si and tj to denote the size of subset G j and Rj

respectively. Let N = {a, 1, 2, 3, ....}.

Now given the following items:

· m; n; si for i€[l,m] such that si'?l, si€N; tj for j€[l,n] such that tj'?l, tj€N.

· The preference lists of each Gi(Rj) over all ~'s(G/s) in the descending order

of preference. The unacceptable partners are dropped from each other's

list.

· An objective matrix, B, in which each element bij (i€[l,m], j€[l,n]), a non

negative real constant, represents the objective value of a matched pair (g,

r) where geG, ' r€~ .

We want to find a one-to-one, partial matching M between Green and Red,

subject to the following performance criteria. M is represented by a (m +1)x(n +1)

matrixA, in whichAij (i€[l,m],j€[l,n]) is the number of matched slots between the

subsets Gi and Rj in M, Am+1,j (j€[l,n]) and A i,Il+1 (i € [l,m]) the number of

unmatched Rj and 0i slots respectively, andAm+1,n+l is defined to be zero. In fact,
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by the definition of A, we have created two dummy subsets, Gm +1 and R
II

+1 , with

unlimited sizes. Gm +1 (RII +1) is placed at the end of everyR/s (G;'s) preference list

because a matched status is more preferred to a non-matched status by the nature

of the optimization problem. Aij€N, for any i€[l,m+l] and j€[l,n+l]. The

performance criteria are:

(1) The size limits are satisfied. That is

111+1

~ A·· - t··L., IJ J'
i-I

11+1

LAij - si .
j-l

(2) M is stable. That means, there is no pair g, r in M such that:

a. g is an element of Green and, an element of Red that can accept

each other;

b. g and, are not matched to each other in M;

c. Each of g and, is either free or strictly prefers the other to its

partner in M;

(3) M is Pareto Efficient. That means,

if for any pairs (g1' '1) and (g2' '2) in M, '1 ranks g1 and g2 the same,

and '2 ranks g1 and g2 the same, then not both (1) g1 ranks '2 at least

as good as '1 ' and (2) g2 prefers '1 to '2 .

And the other way around, where g and, have replaced each other.

(4) The value of the following objective function is to be maximized:

m 11

L L (bij Aij) .
i-lj-l

6
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Chapter 3. Basic Notation and Definitions

Green, Red: two sets to be matched. Their sizes are not necessarily to be the

same. Each member of the sets is called a slot. We use S to denote the set of all

slots, and use a small letter, g or r, to denote a slot of the Green or the Red,

respectively. The set Green has been partitioned into m disjoint subsets, G1 , G2 ,

..., Gm ' and the set Red into n disjoint subsets, R 1 ' R2 , ... , Rn .

G(R): a subset of the given partition of Green(Red). We use subscripts to

distinguish them, such as Gi , Rj ,etc. All slots within each subset are regarded as

identical. Each subset has its own fixed size. We use si and tj to denote the size of

subset Gi and Rj respectively.

g(r): a slot of G(R). We use subscripts, such asg1 , "z> etc, whenever

we need to distinguish them. Unless specified otherwise, g;(rj ) indicates the slot's

membership in Gi(Rj ) , and denotes any slot in G;(R/

preference list: the preference list of all slots m G(R) over all Red

(Green) subsets in the descending order of preference. We add a dummy subset

Gm +1 (R
ll

+1) to the end of each R's (G's) list to indicate the unmatched situation

(there is a general assumption that a matched status is preferred to a non-matched

status). All partners on the preference list are regarded as acceptable, partners not

on the preference list are regarded as unacceptable. We also use Y -< xZ to indicate

X prefers Y to Z, Y =X Z to indicate X ranks Yand Z the same, and Y ~xZ to

indicate X ranks Y at least as good as Z.
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dummy slot: a slot in Gm+1 or Rn+1 ' created for convenience of

representation. In this way, all the original slots are considered to be matched. A

free Green (Red) slot is matched to a dummy slot of Rn+1 (Gm +1). There is no

matching between the dummy slots.

A matching instance: a set of slots S and a preference list for each Gj

and Rj (i€[l,m], j€[l,n]).

M: a matching between Green slots and Red slots. A matching is

a one-to-one, partial function from the Green slots to the Red slots.

equivalent matchings: For a matching instance, two matchings M and M'

are equivalent iff they are isomorphic, i.e., there is an isomorphism h which carries

from M to M', i.e. h is an one-to-one function from the set of slots to itself such that

(1) for any GeGreen, for any g€G, h(g) €G; (2) for any Reked, for any r€R, h(r)€R;

and (3) (g, r)€M iff (h(g), h(r))€M'. This equivalence is possible since we consider

all slots within each subset as identical in terms of their preferences and ranks.

A: a matrix representing a set of equivalent matchings for a

matching instance. A is a (m +l)x(n +1), non-negative integer matrix. If M is a

matching represented byA, thenA jj (i€[l,m],j€[l,n]) is the number of matched slots

between the subsets G, and Rj in M, Am +1,j (j€[1,n]) and A j,Il + 1 (i € [l,m]) the

number of unmatched Rj and G, slots respectively, and Am +1,11 +1 is defined to be

zero.

Generally, a matrix for a matching instance is any non-negative integer matrix

satisfying the following condition:
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111+1 n+l

E A ij - tj ; E Aij - Si .
i-I j-I

The operations on matrices, such as, min(A, B), A +B, A -B, follow the

standard definitions.

LEMMA 3.1. Two matchings for an instance are equivalent iff their matrices are

the same.

PROOF. Suppose the matrices A and A' represent the matchings M and

M' for a given matching instance, respectively, we want to prove M and M' are

equivalent iff A == A'.

=> : Suppose M and M' are equivalent, then, by definition, there is an

isomorphism h on the set of slots which satisfies (1) for any GeGreen, for any g€G,

h(g)€G; (2) for any Relied, for any reR, h(r)€R; and (3) (g, r)eM iff (h(g), h(r))€M'.

These conditions guarantee that, if there areAij pairs in M between Gi and Rj, then

there are exactly A 'ij=Aij pairs in M' between G, and Rj and vice versa.

< =: On the other hand, if A ==A', we want to prove there is an isomorphism

to satisfy the definition of the equivalent matchings. Suppose p is the maximum

number of pairs possible for the instance. We will use induction on kefl.p], the total

sum ofAi/s (i. e. the total number of pairs). Ifk=l, then for some i andj, Aij=A»:
1 while all other elements of the two matrices are zeros. By the definition of the

matrices, there is only one pair each, (g, r) and (g: r'), in M and M', such thatg, g'e.G,

and r, r'eRj • Let hig) =g', Izir) =r', IzJCg') =g, Izir') =r and ItJCx) = x for any other

slot x. Then hI is an isomorphism and M and M' are equivalent. Suppose the

9



assumption we want to prove is true for k=t€fl, p-L]. We want to prove it is also

true for k =t +1. Find a pair (g, r) in M and a pair ts'. r') in M' such that g, g'€ Gi and

r, r'€Rj . Then we have an isomorphism h1 on the set of slots as defined above. By

the inductive hypothesis, there is another isomorphism h2 on the set of slots for the

remaining t pairs. Obviously the isomorphism h1 0 h2 satisfies the definition of the

equivalent matchings. Therefore, M and M' are equivalent.

Definition. For any subset X and any matching represented byA, worst(X:

A) is the lowest ranked partner of X in the matching represented by A.

Definition. A pair (g, r) is a blocking pair for a matching M iff both g and

r accept each other, but they are not a pair in M, and each of them strictly prefers

the other to its partner in M.

Definition. A pair (gi' rj) (i€fl, m], jell, n}) is a blocking pairfor a matrix

for a given matching instance iff both Gi and Rj accept each other, and they prefer

each other to their lowest ranked partners, i.e.,

3i/€[l,m+l](i/*i A Ai~>O A G«RjGi/) A 3/€[l,n+ 1](;/*j A Aij/>O A Rr<GjR/).

Definition. A matching or a matrix is stable iff it has no blocking pair.

Definition. For matrices an alternate definition of stability is

Vi € [I,m ]Vj € [l,n ]Vi/€ [I,m +1]V/€ [l,n +1]

Gi/-<RjGi V (Gi-<RjGi' A AiTO) V Rj'-<GjRj V (Rr<GjRj'Mij'= 0).

Definition. For any matching instance with a linear ordering ~ of its slots,

an ordered matching for the instance is a matching such that for any slots a and b of

a subset G,
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(a) a matched and b unmatched implies a :$; b,

(b) G prefers a's partner to b's partner implies a s b,

(c) if a and b's partners belong to the same R then a's partner s b's partner

iff a :$; b.

Similarly for any slots of a subset R.

LEMMA 3.2. For any matrix for a matching instance and any linear orderingof

the set of all slots, there is exactly one ordered matching with that matrix.

PROOF. Suppose A is a matrix and s is a linear ordering of the set of all

slots. It suffices to show that for each G and R, the pairs between G and Rare

uniquely determined. SupposeA(G, R) = i. Then the conditions (a) and (b) in the

definition of the ordered matching and the values A(G, X) for XeRed uniquely

determine a set of i slots in G. These conditions and the values A (X; R) for XeGreen

uniquely determine a set of i slots in R. Condition (c) then forces the i slots of G to

be matched in order with the i slots of R.

Definition. If C is a subset of the set of slots of a given matching instance,

a matching on C is a matching for the instance obtained by restricting the given

instance to the slots of C (the preference lists are the same).

Definition. Suppose A and A' are two matrices for a given matching

instance, their Intersect Matrix I is Iij = min(A ij ,Aij') where iell, m+l} andje[l,

n+l].

Definition. Given two matrices A and A' for a matching instance, a

Difference Set C ofA andA' is a subset of S in which, for any Gi (ie[l, mJ), the total

11



number of its slots in C is the number of its slots in S subtracted by the sum of fils

(j€f1, n+1J) in the intersect matrix I of A and A'. Similarly for any Rj (jel], nJ),

where fils are summed over ieil, m+l].

Definition. Given two matrices A and A' for a given matching instance, an

ordering :5 of the slots, and a Difference Set C ofA and A', we define D and D' to

be the unique ordered matchings on C with matricesA-f and A '-f, respectively, where

I is the Intersect Matrix of A and A'.

THEOREM 3.1. (1) Any slot in the given C has differently ranked partners

in D and D'. (2) Suppose P is any matching on the complement of the given C with

matrix I. Then P UD has matrix A and P U D' has matrix A :

PROOF. (1) Suppose not. ThenA-f andA'-fhave some item in common.

That is impossible since it contradicts the definition of f. (2) Since the underlying

sets of slots are disjoint, the matrix for P U Dis (A-I)+f=A. Likewise the matrix

for P U D
'

isA'.

Definition. Given two matrices A and A ' for a given matching instance, an

ordering :5 of the slots, and a Difference Set C of A and A', a difference pair is any

pair which is in D or D'.

Hence, we define a difference pair of two matchings as a difference pair of the

two matrices representing the two matchings. Likewise an intersect matrix of two

matchings, a difference set of two matchings, etc, are defined.

Definition. Suppose a slot x has partner y and z in matchings M and M',

respectively. X€X; y€ Y and zeZ, The slot x has a better partner in M than in M' iff

12



ranks Y' at least as good as Y.

y <.X Z ; it has a partner at least as good in M as in M' iff Y::> X Z .

Definition. Suppose a slotx has partnery and z in ordered matchings M and

M', respectively, and the linear ordering is s. The slot x has a better partner in M

than in M' iff yg and y=Fz; it has a partner at least as good in M as in M' iff yg.

Note, by (1) of Theorem 3.1, this definition and the previous one have no

difference when applied to the slots in C, and therefore, both definitions are the

same for the slots in C.

Definition. Given a matrix A and a pair (.x; Y) where one of X and Y is a

Green subset and the other is a Red subset, we define the partial sum for (.x; Y),

A(.x; Y+), as the number of slots of X which are matched to Y or to a partner that

X prefers to Yin A. That is, A (.x; Y+) = L A (X, Y\ where y / ::> xY means X
y/~xY

LEMMA 3.3. Given two matrices A and A' for a given matching instance, the

following are equivalent:

(1) For any G and any R, A(G, R+) ~ A'(G, R+).

(2) All Green slots have at least as good partners in M as in M', where M and

M' are the ordered matchings on S with A and A: respectively.

PROOF. (1) -> (2). Suppose (1) is true but (2) is false. That means,

for some G, there is at least one of its slots having a worse partner in M than in M'.

Suppose g is the first such slot in G according to the linear ordering :5, and g's M

partner belongs to Rand g's M' partner belongs to R'. Then G prefers R' to R.

Suppose A '(G, R'+) is k. Then, g's position in G according to the linear ordering is

13



within the first k positions. From (1), A(G, R'+) is at least k. Since g is not paired

in the first k pairs in M, there must be some slot in G which is after g in the linear

ordering but paired in the first k pairs. This contradicts the condition that M is an

ordered matching. Therefore, (2) must be true.

(2) -> (1). The partial sums being calculated are actually the numbers of

best possible pairs for any Green subsets according to their preferences. From (2),

since all slots from any G have at least as good partners in M as in M', then, for any

R, A (G, R +) must be no less than A '(G, R +). Therefore, (1) is true.

THEOREM 3.2. Given two matricesA and A'for a given matching instance,

the following are equivalent:

(1) All Green slots in the given C have better partners in D than in D'.

(2) For any G and any R, A(G, R+) ~ A'(G, R+).

(3) All Green slots have at least as good partners in M as in M~ where M and

M' are the ordered matchings on S with A and A ~ respectively.

PROOF. Since D and D' are the ordered matchings on the given C with

A-I and A '-I, respectively, then, by Lemma 3.3, all Green slots in C have at least as

good partners in D as in D' iff (2) is true for A-I and A'-I. Since every slot in C has

different partners in D and D', and (2) is true for A-I and A'-I is equivalent to (2)

is true for A and A', then (1) is equivalent to (2). By Lemma 3.3, (3) is also

equivalent to (2).

Note both definitions regarding the better partners are applicable to (1).

Definition. Given two matrices A and A' for a matching instance, A
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dominates A' from Green's point of view iff any of the three conditions in Theorem

3.2 is true.

Definition. Given two matrices A and A ' representing two matchings M and

M' for a given matching instance, respectively, M dominates M' from Green's point of

view iff A dominates A' from Green's point of view.

Similarly, we can define the dominance relation from Red's point of view.

Note the dominance defined here is a generalization of what is used in the standard

stable matching problem.

COROLLARY 3.1. The dominance relation is reflexive, transitive and

antisymmetric.

Definition. Given two matrices A and A' for a matching instance, A strictly

dominates A' from Green's point of view iff A dominates A' from Green's point of

view and A =fA'.

Definition. A is more popular than A' iff the number of slots in the given C

having better partners in D is greater than the number of slots in the same C having

better partners in D'. If these two numbers are equal, then A and A' are equally

popular. A matrix A is a majority assignment iff there is no matrix A ' such that A' is

more popular than A. A matrix A is a strongmajority assignment iffA is more popular

than all other matrices.

Similar to the dominance relation, we can define the popularity and majority

relations of two matchings based on their representing matrices. Note the definition

here is a generalization of Gardenfors' notion.
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Note also that the popularity relation is not transitive. One example is: in a

given matching instance, there are one Green subset G with three slots, and nine Red

subsets with one slot each. G's preference list is Rl' R2 , R3 , R4 , Rs , R6 , R7 , REP

R9 • All Red have the same preference: G. Suppose there are three matchings M,

r9)}' and Mil = {(g1' r1)' (g2' '7)' (g3' rsJ}· Obviously M's more popular than M,

Mil is more popular than M', but M is more popular than Mil.

B: An objective matrix, in which each element bij (i€[l,m], j€[l,n]) is a

non-negative real constant and represents the objective value of a matched pair (g,

r) where g€Gi ' r€Rj • Since this optimization is a maximization problem and the

objective matrix is non-negative, a matched status is more preferred to a non-

matched status.

objective function:
m 11

B, i.e., L Lb ij Aij .
i-I j-l

a linear function of A ij with the given objective matrix
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Chapter 4. Algorithm I and Its Correctness Proof

Definition. (used in Algorithm I) For any G and any R which are acceptable

to each other, R is finished with G, or G has finished with R, at any moment of the

execution, iff at that moment, R is fully subscribed to G and possibly other Green's

ranked higher than G by R. Hence, the complementary definitions, R is not finished

with G, or G has not finished with R at any moment, mean either R is not

provisionally assigned to G, or R is provisionally assigned to G, but still has

replaceable slots for G, at that moment. Note that, if R is fully subscribed and its

lowest ranked partner is better than G, then R will be dropped from G's preference

list by Algorithm I. So, generally speaking, the statements, R is not finished with G,

or G has not finished with R, mean R still has replaceable slots for G.

Definition. For a given matching instance, for simplicity, we will refer to the

final matching generated by Algorithm I, with Green as proposers, as A o. Similarly,

if the roles of Green and Red in the algorithm are reversed, we will refer to the final

matching generated by Algorithm I, with Red as proposers, as Az .

Definition. For a given matching instance, we will refer to the final

preference lists generated by Algorithm I, with Green as proposers, as the Green

oriented Gale-Shapley lists, or GGS-lists for short. Likewise, we obtain the RGS-lists

if Red are proposers. Finally, if we take the intersection of its GGS-list and RGS-list

by (1) for each Green or Red subset, dropping from its GGS-list those subsets which

has already been removed in its RGS-list and (2) for each Red subset, marking the
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G which is the worst partner of R in A oas finished on R's GGS-list, we obtain its

GS-lists.

Algorithm I (Green as Proposers):

Provisionally assign each Red to a dummy slot, and each Green to be unsubscribed;
{Hence, each Red is not finished with any Green}

while (some Gis undersubscribed) and (G's list contains an R not finished with G)
do

begin
R := first such Red on G's list;

*

*

end.

Proposal and Replacement

Go: = the worst being provisionally assigned to R;
repeat

break a provisional assignment of R to Go;
provisionally assign this slot of R to G;
Go: = the worst being provisionally assigned to R

until (G = Go) or (G is fully subscribed)

Eliminate impossible pairings

for each successor G1 of Go on R's list do
remove Gland R from each other's lists;

if G = Go ' then
mark R on G's list as finished;
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Some facts about the al20rithm I:

(1) Initially, each subset of the Red is fully subscribed to the Green dummy

slots of Gn +1 ' which can be replaced by any Green proposers.

(2) The Green must keep proposing until each subset is fully subscribed or

every remaining Red on its preference list is finished with it.

(3) From (1) and (2), for any G and any R, if both G and R are acceptable

to each other, then, upon the termination of the algorithm, either G is fully

subscribed, or R has no partner ranked lower than G, or both.

(4) Since only higher-ranked new proposers can replace the existing partners

of an R, the proposers ranked lower than R's existing partners can be removed from

the related lists for the purpose of efficiency. This removal also guarantees that the

new proposers to a subset of the Red must have higher ranks than its current worst

partners and, therefore, at least one replacement can be made for each proposal.

(5) One iteration of the outer WHILE loop is one proposal by a subset G of

the Green to a subset R of the Red. During this iteration, G takes all slots it can

from R through replacements. Upon the end of this iteration, G and Rare

subscribed to each other and either G is fully subscribed, or R is finished with G, or

both. Every iteration gives R, the proposed, a better partner, while keeping the

partners of all other Red subsets unchanged.

(6) R is finished with G means G is the lowest partner of R. Note if R is fully

subscribed to the Green's ranked higher than G (not including G), then R is removed
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from G's list and we don't call this situation "finished'. After an R is finished with a

G, the number of the slots matched between the two can not increase, but can only

stay the same or decrease due to possible replacements by any later proposers to R.

An R, once being finished with a G, will either keep the finished status with the G

(this does not mean there is no replacements going on), or be finally removed from

G's list (because of a complete replacement), but will not return to the "not finished"

status with G again. When a G proposes to some R on its list, all remaining Red's

preceding R on the list must be finished with the G. That means, all Red's on G's list

becoming finished with G follow the order in which G proposes -- the descending

order of the preference.

(7) We claim that the maximum number of times that a G can propose to an

R is no more than the number of slots of R. Suppose G always has free slots, either

never used before, or regained sometime when G is replaced by other higher-ranked

Green's. Whenever G has free slots, it should propose to the first Red on its list

which is not finished with it. Suppose R is such a Red. While R is not finished with

G, G can not free any its matched slots with R. Each time G proposes to R, R will

give away at least one slot, previously matched with some lower-ranked partners of

R, until R becomes finished with G. From (6), G can never propose to R again once

R is finished with G. Thus the claim is true.

(8) We can prove by induction that, at the end of every iteration of the

WHILE loop, if we exclude the free slots of those active G's (i.e. not fully subscribed

and has some R not finished on its list), then the existing matching of the remaining
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elements of the Green and the Red (let GR be its name) is stable. With their free

slots being removed, those active G's become either fully subscribed or empty (if all

of their slots are gone). Note that GR includes those G's that have free slots but

every R on their lists is finished with them. Let GRi be the existing matching of the

GR after the i_th iteration. This assertion is obviously true with the first iteration

of the loop when there is only one G that proposes to its first preference. After this

first iteration, GR1 has only one G and all R's and there is no possibility of a

blocking pair. Suppose after the n_th iteration the loop is still not finished, and GRn

is a stable matching, we now prove that GRIl +1 is also a stable matching. Suppose

there is a blocking pair (gb' rb) in GRn +1 ,gb€Gb and rb€Rb .

Since gb€GRIl + ] , by the definition of GRIl +1 ' if gb is free, then every R on

Gb's list must be finished with Gb. That means, either Rb is removed from Gb's list

or is finished with it. In both cases, Rb has been fully subscribed to the partners no

worse than Gb. That indicates that rb ranks its current partner at least as good as

gb ' a contradiction to the definition of a blocking pair. Hence we conclude that gb

is not free in GRIl +] •

From (5), all R's in GRn «t get the same or better partners as in GRIl • The

fact that rb prefers gb to its partner in GRIl +1 ' implies that rb must prefer gb to its

partner in GRn . Ifgb's partner in GRn is the same as that in GRn +1 ' we can easily

conclude that (gb ' rb) is a blocking pair in GRn too, thus contradicting the

assumption that GRIl is a stable matching. Note that it is impossible for gb to have

different partners from GR
Il

to GRn +1 if gb is already matched in GR
Il

•
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Now we consider the last case that gb has a partner in GRn +1 but has no

partners in GRn . This situation indicates that Gb must be the proposer of the last

iteration. At the end of this iteration either Gb is fully subscribed or the proposed

must be finished with Gb . In either case,gb's partner must be ranked no worse than

the proposed. This fact, together with the definition of a blocking pair, implies Rb

must be ranked higher than the proposed in Gb's list. Since Gb is the proposer of

this iteration, Rb must have been fullysubscribed to some G's ranked higher than Gb

before. Therefore, rb's partner has a higher rank than g, ' violating the definition of

a blocking pair.

In summary, GRn +1 is also a stable matching, thus the condition remains true.
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Correctness Proof:

(A) Termination:

a. The Termination of the Replacement Loop:

Since G and R are finite, and each pass of the loop decreases G's number of

free slots by one, and replaces with G a slot of R provisionally assigned to some

lower-ranked partner of R, G will finally become either fully subscribed or the worst

partner of R, thus terminating the execution of the loop.

b. The Termination of the Outer Loop:

Suppose the cardinality of Red is m, and Green is partitioned into k non

overlapping subsets. From (7), the number of proposals a G can make to all R's on

its list is no more than m. From (5), the maximum number of iterations of the outer

loop is no more than mk.

(B) Stability:

If we consider the Green and the Red together as a set, WGR, then WGR is

divided into two subsets,AG and IGR, after each iteration of the outer WHILE loop.

TheAG is the subset consisting of those active G's with their free slots, and the IGR

the remaining elements of WGR with all R's, inactive G's, and those active G's

without their free slots. From (8) above, the invariant of the outer WHILE loop is

that the existing matchings of IGR's (we called them GR's there) are stable after

every iteration. Before the loop starts, this invariant is obviously true since there is

no pairing. Fact (8) proves that it remains true from iteration to iteration. When

the loop terminates, the number of active G's is zero, hence AG =n, and
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IGR =WGR. The fact that GR is a stable matching implies that the existing matching

on WGR is a stable matching too. This proves the stability of the final matching.

(C) The Consequence of Nondeterminism:

As stated at the beginning, the result of this algorithm is a matrix A where an

element Aij represents the number of slots matched between G; and Rj . Two

matchings are equivalent if for each G and each R, the number of the R's slots which

are paired with the G's slots is the same for both matchings. The nondeterministic

order of the proposals in the algorithm generates different paths before termination.

However, it should not affect the result. That means, the matrix A should be the

same for all sequences of the proposals. We will prove it with Newman's Confluence

Lemma for Term Rewriting Theory [15, 19], which says that local confluence implies

confluence. To apply this theorem, we must specify the following:

(a) A partially ordered set ({PM}, <). The objects our algorithm works with

are the set {PM} which denotes the set of all existing partial matchings of the set

WGR (the union of the Green and the Red, as stated in the proof of (B» from every

possible iterations of the outer WHILE loop until it is terminated. The partial order

< on this set is defined as follows: Given PM] ,PM2€{PM}: PM] < PM2 iff PM2

dominates PM] from Red's point of view. From fact (5), the maximal elements in

({PM}, <) are the matchings of WGR when the outer loop terminates.

(b) The propose-dispose reductions. Given a partial order (X, <), a reduction

is a map f.·X- >X such that for each X€X; x<f(x}. That is, a reduction moves x one

step down its path towards a maximal element. In ({PM}, <), any iteration of the
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outer loop (the process of proposal and disposal) is such a reduction, which is

obvious from fact (5).

A set of reductions is confluent iff for every x, any two paths from x to the

bottom of the paths (i.e. when the loop terminates) end in the same maximal

element. The set is locally confluent iff for everyx, and any two reductionshand12,

there are two paths from fz(x) and fix) which end in the same (not necessarily

maximal) element. Thanks to Newman's Lemma, we only need to prove that the

above propose-dispose reductions are locally confluent.

Suppose PMo is an element of {PM}. If there is less than two active G's in

PMo ' then we do not need to prove the confluence. Now suppose G] and G2 are

any two active G's in PMo The reduction f] =(G] , R]) means G] proposes to R],

the first R on its list not finished with it in PM0 ' and generates a new matching PM].

Similarly,12= (G2 , R2) means G2 proposes to R2 ' the first R on its list not finished

with it in PMo ' and generates PM2 . Note that, although f] and h seem to lose

generality, they meet the definition of the local confluence since the choices of PMo,

G] and G2 are arbitrary.

Suppose R]=R2=Ro. Without loss of generality, we assume thatRo ranks G]

higher than G2 . If Ro is no longer on G2's list in PM] , which indicates G2 and Ro

are impossible pairing in the presence of G] , then we claim applying /] =(G] , Ro)

on PM2 will generate PM]. In other words, applying /] and h to PMo in the

sequence (12 ,h) will generate the same results as applying onlyh to PMo. This is

true since
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(1) In both paths, whenl] is executed, the number of slots G] can replace is

only determined by the number of free slots that G] has and the number of

replaceable slots that Rohas for G] .

(2) One reduction only increases the number of slots matched between the

proposer and the proposed, and reduces the number of slots matched between the

proposed and those G's being replaced, leaving all others unchanged. Therefore, in

the following proof, we will not discuss other R's than this Ro since they are not

effected by this reduction, and, for the same reason, we will only be concerned with

those G's which are Ro's partners in PM0 and are ranked lower than G2 or G] by Ro.

From (2), in the path (h ,[]), the execution ofh can not change the number

of free slots that G] has. Also, since Ro ranks G] higher than G2 ,h does not

change the number of replaceable slots that Rohas for G] either. So, the number

of slots matched between G] and Ro in both paths should be the same. Each of

those G's being fully or partially replaced by either G] or G2 regains the same

amount of free slots, since for both paths (a) the replacements always start from the

lowest-ranked partner, (b) the total numbers of replacements are the same, and (c)

the final numbers of G2's slots matched with Roare the same( =0). Therefore, the

results of the sequence (1'2 ,I]) should be the same as I] only.

Now if Rois still on G2's list in PM], we claim that applyingl]=(G] ,R]) on

PM2 and applyingI2=(G2, R2) on PM] will come to the same matching PMj • This

claim means, under the circumstance, applying I] and h to PMo in two different

sequences will generate the same results. That Ro is still on G2's list in PM]
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indicates that G] is full in PM] and Rostill has some replaceable slots for G2 after

PM]. Following all the facts, we can assume that, in PMo ' Rohas n replaceable

slots for G] and m replaceable slots for G2 ' and G] , G2 has k and q free slots,

respectively, and nem >k. In the path (f] ,h), G] takes Ro's k slots, previously

matched to its lowest partners, and becomes fully subscribed, then G2 has min(q, m

k) slots from Ro's remaining m-k slots. In the path (h ,/]), G2 takes Ro's min(q, m)

slots, previously matched to its lowest partners, leaving m-min(q, m) slots still

replaceable by G2 ' then G] comes and has k slots matched with Ro ' which consists

of min(k, m-min(q, my) slots from those still available to G2 and k-min(k, m-min(q,

mY) from G2 ' leaving min(q, m)-(k-min(k, m-miniq, mY)) slots to G2 . This

expression is equal to mineq, m-k] (to verify it, check the cases q >m and qsm). This

proves that the numbers of slots matched between G] and Ro ' or between G2 and

Roare the same for both paths. Following the same reasoning above, we can find

the numbers of free slots regained by each of the replaced G's, are also the same for

both paths.

Now if R] is not R2 ' we need to consider whether G] has replaced some slots

of G2 in PM] , or G2 replaces some slots of G] in PM2 ' or both. If G] has not

replaced any slots of G2 in PM] , and G2 has not replaced any slots of G] in PM2 '

then the numbers of free slots of G] and G2 are the same for the paths (f] ,h) and

(f2 ,f]) and we claim that applyingf]=(G], R]) onPM2 and applyingh=(G2 , R2)

on PM] will generate the same matching PM3 . However, if one of these situations

does happen, then the numbers of free slots of G] and G2 will be different for
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different paths. Furthermore, if the proposed has enough slots available to the

proposer with more free slots, then the results will be quite different for the above

paths. The following method will solve this problem:

(1) If G] has regained some free slots in PM2 and R] still has free slots in

PM] , apply (12 ,!J) on PM]; otherwise, applyh on PM];

(2) If G2 has regained some free slots in PM] and R2 still has free slots in

PM2 ' apply (fJ ,h) on PM2; otherwise, applY!J on PM2 .

For example, if G2 has regained k free slots in PM] , and R2 still has q free

slots in PM2 ' then applying h on PM] means G2 can get min(k, q) more slots

matched with R2 than in PM2 . Applying if] ,h) on PM2 gives G2 k free slots and

min(k, q) more matches with R2 than in PM2 .

This proves that the above propose-dispose reductions are locally confluent.

By Newman's Lemma, they are confluent.
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Chapter 5. Pareto Efficiency

Pareto Efficiency considerations can be used to improve the result of a stable

assignment when a weak order is introduced into the preference lists. A list is linea'

iff there are only strict preferences. A list is in a quasi-linea, (or weak) order iff

there are ties in the linear order. A matching M is Pareto Efficient iff for any pairs

(g1 ' '1) and (g2 "2) in M, if'1 ranks ss and g2 the same, and '2 ranks si and g2 the

same, then not both (1) g1 ranks '2 at least as good as'1 ' and (2) Bz prefers r, to '2"

It must also hold from the other perspective, where g and, are interchanged.

Note that the pairing (g1 ' '1) and (g2 ' '2) in M is a stable one by definition

since rj and'2 rank 81 and 82 the same. However, as pointed out by Gardenfors, this

pairing may not be the best in terms of the satisfaction of the parties involved.

Obviously, if (1) and (2) are both true, then we can improve the satisfaction of 82

without sacrificing stability and without affecting anybody else's satisfaction by

forming a new stable pairing (g1 ' '2) and (g2 ' '1)·

As suggested by Gardenfors [4], if we allow the quasi-linear order in the

preference lists, extra work is needed to check each stable matching and make it

Pareto efficient. In the preference lists used by our approach, we only allow a strict

linear order to be specified between subsets of the two sets. Although a quasi-linear

order relationship exists between the slots of one set and the slots of the other set,

Pareto Efficiency is guaranteed. If slots 81 and 82 are ranked the same by slot '1 or

'2' then they must be in the same subset of the Green and have the same preference
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over'1 and '2. This guarantees that (1) and (2) can not be both true.
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Chapter 6. Majority Assignments

According to the theory of voting, the Majority Assignment property is a very

desirable feature for any assignment. This is especially true when stability is a

requirement. Gardenfors proved that in the standard matching problem, all stable

matchings are majority assignments, and, therefore, equally popular. Unfortunately,

it is possible when weak orders are allowed that a stable matching, or even a stable

and Pareto Efficient matching, is not a majority assignment. For example, in the

following instance by Gardenfors [4], we have

aI: b i b2 b3 bI: (a3 aI ) a2
a2 : b3 bI b2 b2 : a2 al a3
a3 : b3 b2 bI b3 : a2 al a3

where 0 means tie. Then both matchings M: {(aI' b1)' (a2, b~, (a3, b~} and M':

{(aI' b2Y, (a2' b3), (a3' b I)} are stable and Pareto Efficient but M is more popular

thanM'.

However, Gardenfors [4] proved that, if there exist majority assignments in

his case, at least one of them will be stable (Theorem 6.1). Here we prove that in

our version of the stable matching problem any stable matching is a majority

assignment.

THEOREM 6.1. Any strong majority assignment is stable.

Proved by Gardenfors for his general cases.

THEOREM 6.2. Any stable matching is a majority assignment.

PROOF. Suppose M is a stable matching but not a majority assignment.
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That means there is at least one matching M' that is more popular than M. Let C be

the difference set of M and M' as defined above.

(1) If D' has no pair that has any slot from Gm +1 or Rn +1 ' then, obviously

the cardinality of the set C must be an even number, say,2k (k ~ 1). Since M' is

preferred by a majority to M, there are at least two more slots in C which prefer M'

to M. Since there are only k pairs in D', there is at least one pair matched in M' who

both prefer M' to M. According to the definition of D', they are not matched in M.

Hence they are a blocking pair of M. Therefore, M is not stable. This contradicts

the assumption.

(2) If D' has some pairs with slots from Gm +1 or Rll +1 ' then, we can divide

C into two subsets: one, C1 ' with the slots that are unmatched in M', and the other,

C2 , with the slots that are matched in M'. For every slot in C1 ' M' is at most as

good as M since they are unmatched in M'. Since M' is preferred to M, C2 (which

also has an even cardinality) must have at least two more slots which prefer M' to

M. This theorem is proved by the same argument as in (1).

COROLLARY 6.1. Two stable matchings are equally popular.

THEOREM 6.3. Let M and M' be stable matchings, and suppose (g, r) is

one of its difference pairs. Then one of g and r prefers M to M', and the other prefers

M'toM.

PROOF. Let C be the difference set of M and M'. Let X and Y

(respectively X' and Y') denote the sets of Green and Red slots in C which would

prefer M to M' (respectively M' to M). In M, there can be no pair (g, r) with g € X
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and r € Y, for such a pair would block M'. So every man in X has an M-partner in

Y', and therefore IXI s IY'I. Based on the similar reasoning, IX'I s IYI. But IXI

+ IX'I = IYI + IY' I, since the left-hand side is the number of Green slots, and the

right-hand side the number of Red slots. It follows that IX'I = IYI and IXI = IY'I

which proves the theorem. Furthermore, the fact IXI + IYI = IX'I + IY'I also

proves Corollary 6.1.

COROLLARY 6.2: IfA strictly dominates A'from Green~ point ofview, then,

for any G, we have worst(G, A) ~ G worst(G, A '). Furthermore, if, in addition, I =

min(A, A') = 0, then worst(G, A) -<G worst(G, A').

PROOF. By the definition of dominance, the first assertion is clear. For

the second part, since no element is nonzero in both A and A', every pair of A and

A' is a difference pair of A and A '. By Theorem 6.3, for every difference pair in A

and A', one slot prefers A and the other prefers A '. Since each slot in a difference

pair gets differently ranked partners in A and A', then one slot in the pair gets a

higher ranked partner in A than in A', and the other gets a lower ranked partner in

A than in A '. Since A strictly dominates A', then, for any G, all of G's slots get

higher ranked partners in A than in A '. Therefore, worst(G, A) -<G worst(G, A').

Before finishing this section, we want to emphasize again the significance of

the ordered matchings D and D' in the correct definition of majority assignments.

In the following example, we show that, without the ordered matchings D and D',

stability does not guarantee a majority assignment.
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where (n) means there are n slots in the subset. We assume the slots are

indexed in increasing order.

Here we have two stable matchings, M: {(g11' '11)' (g12' '12)' (g13' '21)' (g14'

of them are ordered. Then M and M' do not have an equal number of slot voters

since g12 ' g14 ' g21 prefer M to M', '11 ' '31 prefer M' to M, and g11 ' g13' '12' '21 '

'22 have partners with the same rank in M and M'. Let C be {g11 ' g21 ' '11 ' '31}'

Then the slot voters in D: {(g11 , '11)' (g21 , '31)} and D': {(gll' '31)' (g21 , 'll)} are

equally divided. This definition also applies to the standard stable matching problem.

In both cases, when I = 0, C is the whole set of slots, and D and D' are M and M'

themselves.
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Chapter 7. Green-Optimality and Red-Optimality

Suppose we apply Algorithm I (Green as proposers) to an instance and get a

stable matching MO' MO is Green-Optimal means that, for any stable matching M

of the instance (M =1= M0)' all Green slots in the C set of M0 and M must prefer M0

to M. In other words, Mo dominates all stable matchings for the instance from

Green's point of view. Similarly, if we apply the Algorithm I (Red as proposers) to

an instance and get a stable matching Mz . That Mz is Red-Optimal means, for any

stable matching M of the instance (M =1= Mz), all Red slots in the C set of M; and M

must prefer Mz to M. That is, M z dominates all stable matchings for the instance

from Red's point of view.

THEOREM 7.1. Mo is Green optimal.

PROOF. Suppose M 0 is not Green optimal. That means there is at least

a stable matching M and at least a Green slot, g, in the C set of M and Mo that

prefers its M-partner, r, to its Mo-partner, ro' Suppose g€G, r€R and ro€R'. Since

geC, by the definition of C, reC, ro€C and R=I=R'. Then R must be in front of R' in

G' preference list. That means R must have rejected G's proposal during the

execution of Algorithm I for Mo. Suppose, without loss of generality, this is the first

occasion during the execution that a Red rejected a proposal, and suppose that this

rejection took place because of the engagement of r to g' (g'cC and r prefers g' to g).

Then g' can not prefer any other Red to r (for no Red had previously rejected a

proposal). Sog' prefers r to its M-partner. Then M is blocked by (g', r). This is a
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contradiction to the assumption that M is stable.

The same proof proves Mz is Red-Optimal.

THEOREM 7.2. In Mo, each Rj (j e [l,nJ) has the worst partners that it

can have in any stable matching.

PROOF. Suppose not. That means there is at least one stable matching

M and at least one Red slot, r, in the C set of M and Mo that prefers its Mo-partner,

go, to its M-partner, g. According to Theorem 7.1,go must prefer r to its M-partner.

Since (go' r)eMo is a difference pair of Mo and M, it is not in M. Therefore, (go' r)

is a blocking pair to M.

LEMMA 7.1. In a stable matching instance that allows unacceptable partners

and in which the sets of Green and Red are of unequal size, all the slots of the Green

and the Red are each partitioned into two sets - those that have partners in all stable

matchings and those that never have partners.

Gusfield and Irving proved this in their book. By this Lemma, we only need

to consider the case where the Green and the Red have the same number of slots.

THEOREM 7.3. For a given stable matching instance, there is no matching,

stable or otherwise, in which every Green slot has a partner which it strictlyprefers to its

M o-partner.

PROOF. Suppose M is any matching such that M =1= Mo. Then the C set

of Moand M is not empty. Theorem 7.1 shows every Green slot in C prefers its Mo

partner to its M-partner, if M is a stable matching. So M can not be a stable

matching. Suppose M is an unstable matching with this property. We first show that
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Theorem 7.3 is true for the instance in which the total number of slots for Green is

equal to that for Red. Now consider the termination of a particular execution of

Algorithm I (with Green as the proposer). When the algorithm terminates the

proposal accepted by the Red slot r will be its first. That means no Green slot is

rejected by r. According to the definition ofM, r must have different partners in M

and Mo' If i's partner in M is g, then g must prefer r to its partner in M 0 ' so r must

have rejected g. This is a contradiction. By Lemma 7.1, we do not need to prove

other cases.

LetAoand Az represent Moand Mz respectively, then we can put all of these

theorems in matrix form.
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Chapter 8. Structure of the Solution Space

Gusfield and Irving [8] proved that the solution space of a stable matching

instance with strict preferences is a distributive lattice. This is not true for the

solution space in the general case that Gardenfors [4] proposed, since he claimed the

Green-optimal elements may not be unique in a situation which contains some non

linear preference orders. However, it remains true for the solution space in our

group preference case.

A distributive lattice is a partial order (S, :5) in which

i. each pair of elements aeS, beS has a greatest lower bound, or meet,

denoted by a 1\ b, so that a 1\ b eS, a 1\ b sa, a 1\ b sb, and there is no element

ce S such that csa; csb and a 1\ b <c;

11. each pair of elements ae S, be S has a least upper bound, or join,

denoted by a V b, so that a V b eS, as:a Vb, bs.a V b,and there is no element ceS

such that asc, bsc and c < a V b;

iii. the distributive laws hold, namely a V (b 1\ c) = (a V b) 1\ (a V c)

and a 1\ (b V c) = (a 1\ b) V (a 1\ c).

Let A be the solution space, the set of all stable matrices, for a given stable

matching instance. Define rs to be the partial order on A which satisfies the

following: for any A, A'eA, A:5A' iff A dominates A' from Green's point of view.

Define < by A <A' iff A:5A' and A=fA'. We want to prove that (A, :5) as defined is

a distributive lattice.
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Note we have three definitions for the Green-domination relation. For

convenience, we use the definition that M dominates M' from Green's point of view

iff all Green slots have at least as good partners in M] as in M/, where M] and M/

are the unique ordered matchings with A and A', respectively. The following

theorems are easy to prove by the methods similar to those used by Gusfield and

Irving in their standard matching case:

LEMMA 8.1. Given two distinct stable matrices A and A ' for a given matching

instance, let M and M' be the unique ordered matching with A and A ~ respectively. If

each Green slot is given the better of its partners in M and M~ then the result is a stable

ordered matching.

PROOF. (1) First we prove the result is a matching. Suppose it is not.

Then we must have at least two Green slots, g and g', that receive the same partner

r. Suppose (g, r)€M and (g'r)€M'. This means g prefers M to M' and g' prefers M'

to M. Applying Theorem 6.3 to (g, r), we have r prefers M' to M. Applying Theorem

6.3 to (g~ r), we have r prefers M to M'. This is a contradiction. Therefore, the

result is a matching.

(2) We prove the result is stable. Suppose it is not. Then we have at least

one blocking pair (g, r) in it. By the definition of the blocking pair, r must strictly

prefer g to its partner and g must strictly prefer r to both its partners in M and M'

since g receives the better of its partners in M and M' as its partner in the new

matching. Since r's partner in the new matching is either its M-partner or its M'

partner, then either M or M' will be blocked by (g, r). This is a contradiction to the
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condition that both M and M' are stable matchings.

(3) We prove the result is ordered. Suppose it is not. Then we have (g1' r1)

and (g2' r2) in the result, such that gl5:g2 and r25:r1' By definition every pair in the

result is from either M or M'. If both (g1' r1) and (g2' r2) belong to M or M', then

either M or M' is not ordered. Otherwise, suppose (g1' r1)€M, (g2' r2)€M' and ts»

r/)€M'. Since (g1' r1) is in the result, by definition, we have rl5:r/ That means

r25:rl5:r/ Then (g1 ' r/) and (g2 ' r2) in M' implies M' is not ordered which

contradicts the condition that both M and M' are ordered. Therefore, the result is

an ordered matching.

LEMMA 8.2. Given two distinct stable matrices A and A ' for a given matching

instance, let M and M' be the unique ordered matching with A and A', respectively. If

each Green slot is given the poorer of itspartners in M and M~ then the result is a stable

ordered matching.

PROOF. By Theorem 6.3, if each Green slot is given the poorer of its

partners in M and M', then each Red slot receives the better of its partners in M and

M'. So this lemma is actually the dual of Lemma 8.1.

We denote by A /\ A I the stable matrix that represents the stable ordered

matching in which each Green slot obtains the better of its partners in M and M',

and by A V A I the stable matrix that represents the stable ordered matching in

which each Green slot receives the poorer of its partners in M and M', where M and

M' are the unique ordered matching of A and A', respectively.

THEOREM 8.1. For a given matching instance, the partial order (A, 5:)
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forms a distributive lattice, with A AA I representing the meet ofA and A: andA VA I

the join.

PROOF. By Lemma 8.1, A A A I €A. By Theorem 3.2, A A A I ~,

A AA I ~'. If there is anA*€A such that A *~ and A *~', then, by the definition

of ~ and Theorem 3.2, all Green slots have at least as good partners in M* as in M

and M', where M*, M and M' are the ordered matchings with A *, A and A',

respectively. That is, the M* partner of each Green slot is at least as good as the

better of its partners in M and M'. Then M*~M A M1 by the definition of s. So,

by definition of s, A *~A AA I and A A A I is the greatest lower bound (meet) for

A and A '. The proof that A V A I is the least upper bound (join) is similar.

Therefore (A, s) is a lattice.

Next we prove that the first distributive law is satisfied. Let X, r: Z be any

stable matrices. Let H = X A (Y V Z) and J = (X A Y) V (X A Z). We want to

prove H =J by showing that every Green slot g has the same partner in MH as it has

in MJ ' where MHand MJ are the unique stable ordered matchings with Hand J,

respectively. SupposeMx' MyandMZ are the unique stable ordered matchings with

matrices X Yand Z, respectively. If g's My-partner r is the same as its Mz-partner,

then g is partnered by whichever of r and its Mxpartner it most prefers. Otherwise,

it's easy to verify that, in both MHand MJ ' g is partnered by its Mz-partner if g

prefers My to Mz to Mx- by its My-partner if g prefers Mz to My to Mx ' and in all

other cases by its Mxpartner. Therefore, H =J.

The second distributive law is proved in a similar way.
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THEOREM 8.2: Given two distinct stable matrices A and A' for a given

matching instance, the following three definitions for matrix E are equivalent:

(1) Let M and M' be the unique ordered stable matching with A and A',

respectively. Then E represents the orderedstable matching ME where each Green slot

is given the better of its partners in M and M~

(2) For any G and any R, E(G, R+) = max (A(G, R+), A'(G, R+ )).

(3) Let matrix H represent the orderedstable matching on a difference set C of

A and A ~ in which each Green slot is given the better of its partners in the matchings

D and D'. Then E is H +I, where I is the intersect matrix ofA and A'.

PROOF. (a) We prove (1) and (2) are equivalent.

=>: Suppose (1) holds. From (1), E dominates A and A' from Green's

point of view. Then, by Theorem 3.2, for any G and any R, E(G, R+) ~ max (A(G,

R+), A'(G, R+ ). Suppose for some G and R, E(G, R+) > max (A(G, R+), A'(G,

R +). Suppose R is the first such Red on G's preference list. Since the partial sums

are the numbers of pairs matched in the specified initial segments of the preference

lists, then, at least one Green slot from G is paired in ME with a Red slot which is

ranked higher than its partners in M and M'. This is a contradiction to the rule

specified in (1) about the construction of ME. Therefore, only the equality sign

holds.

< =. Suppose (2) holds. From (2), E dominates A and A' from Green's

point of view. Then, by Theorem 3.2, all Green slots have at least as good partners

in ME as in M and M'. Suppose there is a Green slot from some G that ranks its ME
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partner better than any of its partners in M and M'. Suppose R is the first such Red

on a G's preference list. Since no Green slots have worse partners in ME than in M

and M', E(G, R+) > max (A(G, R+), A'(G, R+) which is a contradiction to (2).

Therefore, (1) is true. In summary, (1) and (2) are equivalent.

(b) We use (a) to prove (3) is equivalent to (2). It is easy to show that if A

andA' are stable, then A-I andA'-I must be stable too. By substitutingD for M, D'

for M', H for E, A-I for A, and A '-I for A', in (1) and (2), we have

(1)' Let D and D' be the unique ordered stable matching with A-I and A '-I,

respectively. Then H represents the ordered stable matching MH where each Green

slot is given the better of its partners in D and D'.

(2)' For any G and any R, H(G, R+) = max ({A-l}(G, R+), {A'-I}(G, R+ ).

That is, each of the partial sums of Hij's starting from the top of the preference list

of any Gi is equal to the greater of that in A-I and A '-I.

By using the result of (a), H as defined in (1)' is the same as it is defined in

(2)'. By adding matrix I to the H as defined in (1)', we can get E as defined in (3).

By adding the same I to each of H, A-I, A '-I in (2)', we can get E as defined in (2),

since E =H+I, A =(A-I) +I, A'= (A'-I)+I, and adding I to each of H, A-I, A '-I does

not change the relation in (2)'. Thus, E as defined in (3) is the same as that defined

in (2). Therefore, all three definitions are equivalent.

Obviously E is the meet of A and A'. Similarly, for the join of A and A', we

have the following theorem:

THEOREM 8.3: Given two distinct stable matrices A and A' for a given
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matching instance, the following three definitions for matrix F are equivalent:

(1) Let M and M' be the unique ordered stable matching with A and A ~

respectively. Then F represents the ordered stable matching MF where each Green slot

is given the poorer of its partners in M and M'.

(2) For any G and any R, F(G, R+) = min (A(G, R+), A'(G, R+ )).

(3) Let matrix F' represent the matching on a difference set C ofA and A ~ in

which each Green slot is given the poorer of its partners in the matchings D and D'.

Then F is F' +I, where I is the intersect matrix ofA and A'.

Given two stable matrices for a matching instance, the algorithm below

calculates the meet and join of the matrices. Suppose A and A' are the given

matrices, E is their meet and F is their join.

E := 0; F: = 0; {initialize two matrices }
for i := 1 to m do {m, n are the partitions of Green and Red}
begin

Suppose Bj , B2, ..., Bn+ 1 and B', , B'2' ..., B'n+l are Ai/s and
A 'i/s s~rted in the descending order of G/s preference over R/s,
respectively;
s := 0; s' := 0; e := 0; f := 0; {the partial sums for A, A ~ E, F }
for t : = 1 to n +1 do
begin

s := s + Bt; s': = s' + B't;
x := max(s, s'); y := min(s, s');
Ei,t : = x - e; Fi,l := y - f;
e := x; f:= y;

end;
end;
for i := 1 to n do {for the row m +1 - unmatched Red}
for j : = 1 to m do
begin

end.
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Chapter 9. Representation of All Solutions (Algorithm II)

We have proved that the solution space of a group stable matching instance

is a finite distributive lattice. Algorithm I guarantees there is at least one stable

matching for any given matching instance. IfAo=Az ' there is only one solution for

the given instance. However, it is common to have more solutions. In particular,

Knuth [16], Irving and Leather [11], Hwang [9] pointed out that, although finite, the

number of stable matchings can grow exponentially with problem size in the standard

stable matching instance. Since our group stable matching problem includes the

standard case (when every subset has only one slot), the size of its solution lattice can

also grow exponentially with problem size. To construct an efficient algorithm to

optimize the objective function over the solution space, we need to find a good

representation of all elements in the solution lattice.

Birkhoffs representation theorem [6]shows that every finite distributive lattice

is isomorphic to a ring of sets. However, as Gusfield and Irving [8] point out, from

an algorithmic application point of view, Birkhoffs theorem is not a feasible tool for

developing the structure of stable matchings, since we must first know the solution

lattice before we can use the theorem. The following approach generalizes what

Gusfield and Irving [8] have done with the standard matching problem by introducing

some new concepts and theorems which are specific to the grouped stable matching

instances.

Definition. A matching is a full matching if, for any G€Green and any
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R elced. none of its slots are unmatched.

By Lemma 7.1, we can drop those unmatched slots in the following discussion

since from now on we only discuss stable matchings and stable matrices. After

dropping all unmatched slots, all pairs with dummy slots are not considered and

matrices are redefined as mxn matrices without Gm+1 and RIl +1 . In addition, all R's

become fully subscribed and some R's may change their status with some G from 'not

finished' to 'finished' because G now becomes the lowest ranked partner of R. In the

following discussion, all stable matchings are full matchings.

Here we also need to take a new look at the definition of the GS-lists.

Previously, we defined GS-lists based on the applications of Algorithm I on the

original preference lists. We will refer to them as the initial GS-lists. Now we try to

define the GS-lists more generally so they can be used and updated for every stable

matching. Before doing that we need some new definitions.

Definition. For a full matchingA, letX and Ybe a pair of Green and Red

subsets. Then AV(A, .x: Y) is the number of slots in X that are available to Y in A,

i.e., the total number of X's slots that are paired with some subset ranked lower than

YbyX.

Obviously,AV(A, G, R) = L A(G,RI) and AV(A, R, G) =
"t"" I R<cR'
LJ A(G ,R).

G< G'
R Definition. For a full stable matching A, the GS-lists for A are obtained

from the original preference lists by (1) removing a pair (G, R) from the lists ifA(G,

R) = 0 and AV(A, R, G) = 0; and (2) marking R as finished in G's list ifA(G, R) =F
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oand AV(A, R, G) = 0; marking G es finished in R's list ifA(G, R) =l= 0 and AV(A,

G, R) = O.

Since the pair (G, R) is removed from the GS-llsts for A if A(G, R) = 0 and

AV(A, R, G) = 0, then R is not finished with G on G~ GS-list for A implies AV(A,

R, G) =l= O.

Definition. Let A be a full stable matrix, G a Green subset and R a Red

subset. R is available to G in A iff AV(A, R, G) =l= O.

Recall that if AiG, R) = 0 and AV(Az ' G, R) = 0, then the pair (G, R) is

dropped from the RGS-lists by Algorithm I, since the R is worse than G's worst

partner in A z . For any stable matching A that dominates A z from Green's point of

view, worst(G, A) can not be worse than worst(G, Az ), so the pair (G, R) can be

removed from the GS-lists for any A to improve the efficiency of other related

algorithms. Therefore, for each G and each R, we make its initial GS-list as the

intersection of its GGS-list and its RGS-list and use it as the GS-list for A o .

LEMMA 9.1. For each Green subset and each Red subset, its initial GS-list is

the intersection of its GS-list for A oand its GS-list for A z .

PROOF. The intersection is the same operation as we defined before.

It suffices to prove that the preference lists generated by Algorithm I (Green as

proposer) are the OS-lists for A odefined above. For each pair (G, R) eliminated by

Algorithm I, it is obvious that A (G, R) = 0 and AV(Ao' R, G) = 0 since R ranks G

lower than R's worst partner, and will only accepts better partners later. For each

R marked as finished on G's list by Algorithm I, it is G's lowest ranked partner, and,
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therefore, A(G, R) =1= 0 and AV(Ao' G, R) = O. On the other hand, for any pair (G,

R), ifA(G, R) = 0 and AV(Ao, R, G) = 0, R must rank its worst partner higher than

G,and (G, R) must be eliminated during the process of Algorithm I. If A(G, R) =1=

oand AV(Ao' G, R) = 0, then R is G's lowest ranked partner and Algorithm I will

mark R as finished on G's list. So, the preference lists generated by Algorithm I

(Green as proposer) are the GS-lists for A odefined above.

By the definition of stability, it is easy to prove the following lemma:

LEMMA 9.2. For any G in a stable matrix A, the GS-list of G for A must satisfy

one of the following conditions:

(1) every R on the list is finished with G; or

(2) there is an R' on the list such that everyRed before R' on the list, ifany, must

be finished with G, and R' and every Red after it is available to G. In addition, if R is

any Red after R~ then A(G, R) = 0 while A(G, R') can be either zero or not.

LEMMA 9.3. Let A and A' be two stable matrices such that A strictly dominates

A'from Green's point of view. SupposeG = worst(R,A). ThenA(G, R) ~A'(G, R).

PROOF. We have A' strictly dominates A from Red's point of view since

A strictly dominates A' from Green's point of view. Then, worsteR, A') :5R worsteR,

A) (see Corollary 6.2). Let G' = worsteR, A'). So G' :5R G. That means G' is not

after G in R's GS-lists for A and for A'. If G' is before G,thenA '(G, R) = 0 < A(G,

R). If G' is G, since A and A' are full matchings and G and G' are the worst

partners in each, then A (R, G +) =A'(R, G +). If there is no Green before G in R's

GS-lists, thenA(G, R) = A(R, G+) =A'(R, G+) = A'(G, R). Otherwise, let G" be
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the last Green before G in R's GS-lists. Since A' strictly dominates A from Red's

point of view, we have A(R, G"+) ~ A'(R, G"+) (see Theorem 3.2). ThenA(G, R)

= A(R, G+) - A(R, G"+) ~ A'(R, G+) - A'(R, G"+) = A'(G, R).

In other words, Lemma 9.3 is true if R is finished with G on G's GS-list for

A.

COROLLARY 9.1. Let A and A' be two stable matrices and A' strictly

dominates A from Red's point of view. Suppose R = worst(G, A '). Then A '(G, R) ~

A(G, R).

COROLLARY 9.2. Let A be the solution space for a given stable matching

instance, A z be the Red-Optimal matrix, and A €A be any stable matrix other than At'

Let G be any Green subset whose GS-list ends with an R that is finished with Gin A.

Then, for all Relied, A(G, R) = AiG, R).

PROOF. By Lemma 9.2, every Red on G's GS-list for A is finished with

G in A. Then, by Lemma 9.3, since A strictly dominates Az ' we have A(G, R) ~

AlG, R) for any R which is finished with G inA. Suppose R is the last Red subset

of G's GS-list, thenA(G, R+) =AiG, R+). Let R' be the Red subset next to R in

G's GS-list inA. SinceA dominates zl, ,A(G, R'+) ~AiG, R'+). However,A(G,

R) = A(G, R+) - A(G, R'+) and AlG, R) = AiG, R+) - Az(G, R'+). Therefore,

A(G, R)~iG, R). Hence, A(G, R) =AiG, R). If we take away R from G's GS-list,

then R' becomes its last Red subset. By the same argument, we can prove that A (G,

R') =AiG, R'). In this way we can prove all G's partners inA are the same as inAz.

Definition. A rotation triple (G, R, n) is a triple in which (G, R) is a Green-
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Red pair of subsets, and n a positive integer. For simplicity, we use (i, j, n) to

represent a triple (Gi , Rj , n).

Definition. A rotation cp is a circular list of rotation triples: (io, j0' no), (il'

h, n1)' ..., (ik_1, jk-1' nk_1) for some k ~ 2 such that, for any s, t€[O, k-1}, s=/=t implies

is=l=it and js=fjt. The first triple (io, j0' noJ is the successor of the last triple (ik-1, j k-1'

nk-1) ·

Definition. Let cp = (io, t«. noJ, (i1 , h, n1)' ..., (ik_1, h-1' nk-1) be a

rotation. We define S, the set ofpairs in cp, as (io' joY, (il' h), ..., (ik-1, h-1)' and T,

the set ofshiftedpairs in cp, as (io' j1)' (i t> h), ..., (ik-1, joY. Sometimes, we will refer

to a pair in the S set of the cp as a pair of cp or a rotation pair of cp.

Definition. The rotation matrix 1f for a rotation eJ> is a mxn matrix, where

1f ij = 1 if (i, j) is a pair in S; 1fij =-1 if (i, j) is a pair in T; and 1f ij = 0 for all other cases.

Obviously, any column and any row of the 1f has either all O's or exactly one

1, one -1 and the rest O's. Two distinct rotations may have the same matrices if they

differ only in their n's.

Definition. Given a stable matrix A, a rotation triple (G, R, n) and its

successor triple (G~ R', n'), we define the criteria for determining the next rotation

pair (G~ R') as follows: R' is the first Red subset after R available to G, and G' is

worst(R~ A).

Obviously, G = worst(R,A) for every pair (G, R) of cp since cp is a circular list

of rotation triples.

Definition. Let A be a stable matrix and eJ> a rotation. cp is applicable to A
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iff for any triple (G, R, n) in ¢, A(G, R) = n, G = worst(R, A) and if (G', R~ n') is

the successor of (G, R, n), then R' is the first Red subset after R available to G. In

other words, ¢ is applicable to A iff for any triple (G, R, n) in ¢, A(G, R) = n, and

if (G~ R~ n') is the successor of (G, R, n), then (G~ R') must follow the criteria

specified above for the next rotation pair. A/¢ stands for the matrix obtained by

applying ¢ to A, i.e, A-'lr.

Suppose Land L' are two ordered sequences of rotations and L'= ¢, L.

Then, if ¢ is applicable to some A, andA' = A/¢, thenA/L' = A'/L.

LEMMA 9.3.1. Let A'=A/¢. Then the GS-lists for A' may be obtained

from those ofA by updating the GS-lists ofA as follows: (1) for any pair (i, j) in the S

set of ¢, if A 'ij =0 then Rj is removedfrom G/s GS-list and G, is removed from R/s GS

list; and (2) for any pair (i, j') in the T set of ¢, if c, becomes worst(Rj" A') then Rj'

is marked asfinished in G/s GS-list and if Rj' becomes worst(Gi ' A ') then Gi is marked

as finished in ~,~ GS-list.

LEMMA 9.4. Given a stable matrix A, let ¢ be a rotation which meets the

criteria for determining the next pair in the rotation with regard to A. If (G, R) is a

rotation pair in ¢, then R must be finished with G in A.

PROOF. Since G is worst(R, A), R must be finished with G in A.

Definition. Suppose A and A' are two stable matrices for a given matching

instance. A' is an immediate successor of A iff A strictly dominates A' from Green's

point of view and there is no A *eA such that A strictly dominates A * and A * strictly

dominates A'. The relation of immediate successor between two stable matchings is
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defined through their matrices.

LEMMA 9.5. Let A and A' be two stable matrices for a given matching instance

such that A strictly dominates A' from Green~ point of view. Suppose there is a pair

(G, RaJ such that G = worst(Ro' A) and A (G, RoJ > A '(G, RoJ. Suppose there is an

R1 which is the first Red subset after Ro available to G. Let G have one of its slots

change its partner from Roto R t : Then each partial sum of G after the change is at

least as great as its counterpart in A'.

PROOF. Since A strictly dominates A' from Green's point of view, by

Theorem 3.2, each partial sum of G before the change is at least as great as its

counterpart in A'. Precisely, in G's GS-list for A, we have A(G, R+) ~ A'(G, R+}

for any R from the top of the list to Ro(not including Ro);A (G, R +) > A '(G, R +)

for any R which is Ro or strictly between Roand R1 ' since A(G, Ro} > A'(G, Ro}

and, by Lemma 9.3, A(G, R} ~ A'(G, R} if R is finished with G; A(G, R+} ~ A'(G,

R +} for rest of the R on the list. Let the new matching after the change be A".

ThenA"(G, Ro} = A(G, Ro} -1 whileA"(G, R1} =A(G, R1} + 1. Obviously,A"(G,

R +} =A (G, R +) - 1 for any R which is Roor strictly between Roand R1 and A "(G,

R+) =A(G, R+} for all others. Therefore, for any Ron G's GS-list for A, we have

A"(G, R+} ~ A'(G, R+}.

THEOREM 9.1. Let A be the solution space for a given stable matching

instance, A z be the Red-Optimal matrix, and A eA be any stable matrix other than At'

Suppose i1 is any row and j 1 any column in A such that A il,j 1>AZ
i1,j 1 ' We can build

a list in the following way: Let (il' j 1) be the first pair in the list. Let (i, j) be any pair
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in the list. The next pair (i', j') after (i, j) is determined by the criteria defined above for

determining the next rotation pair. We stop whenever we encounter a new pair (io' j oJ

which is already in the list. Let S be the sequence ofpairs in the list from the pair (if)

joJ to the end. Replace each pair (i, j) in S with (i, j, Ail Then we get ¢ and ¢ is

applicable to A. Let T be as in its definition. Then in cp every Green slot gets a worse

partner in T than in S and every Red slot gets a better partner in T than in S.

Furthermore, let A' =AIcp. Then A'€A.

PROOF. (1) We prove the ¢ obtained in this way is a rotation. First we

prove that, given a pair (i, j) in the list, by following the criteria, the next pair (i', j')

always exists and i'=I=i and j'=I=j. This is true with (i1 ,h). By Lemma 7.1, the total

number of slots of Gil matched inA is the same as that inA
Z

" SinceA dominates

A z ,Ail,j1>A
z
il,jl implies that A (Gil ' Rj1+) > AiGil, Rj1+)' which implies there

is some Rafter Rj1 available to Gil after A is obtained. Let the first such R be Rj2

and let worst(Rj2' A) be Gi2. Since Gi2 is worst(Rj2' A), then Rj2 must be finished

with Gi2. So we have (i2' h), where i2=1=iland h=l=ji- Suppose (i~ j'), (i, j) are any

two consecutive pairs in the list which satisfy criteria. Now we claim there is always

some R which is after Rj on G/s as-list available to Gi . Suppose there is not. Then

either Rj is the last R on G/s as-list or all ct« partners after Rj are finished with Gi "

In both cases G/s as-list ends with an R finished with Gi . By Corollary 9.2,

Ai,j=A\j' This implies Rj has no replaceable slots for any G since G, is the

worst(Rj' A). This contradicts the assumption that Rj is available to Gi,. So the

claim holds. Since every R is finished with some G, there is always some G which
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is worsteR, A). So we have (i'~ j'), where i'+i and j'''f:j. Then, since the number of

Green subsets and the number of Red subsets are finite, some pair in the list must

appear again. It is obvious that for every triple (G, R, n), n =A(G, R) is a positive

integer since G = worsteR, A). So cp is a rotation. It is applicable to A by its

construction.

(2) We show that in the rotation cp every Green slot gets a worse partner in

T than in S and every Red slot gets a better partner in T than in S. This is trivial

since every pair in the circular list of cp matches the criteria of selecting next pair in

cp, in which every Green subset moves down its GS-list and every Red subset gives

away one slot of its lowest ranked partner and pairs with a higher ranked Green slot.

(3) We prove A' is stable. Suppose it is not. Then there is a blocking pair (g,

r) in A '. Let g€G and relc.

(a) We prove that g can not be in cp. Otherwise, g's A -partner r' must come

from a Red subset, say R', which is the first one after g's A-partner available to G.

Then g prefers r to r' implies R is before R' on G's GS-list and R is finished with G.

After the cp is applied and the A' is obtained, R either remains to be finished with

G, if it is not involved in cp, or has one of its slots change partners from G to some

other Green, if g's A -partner also belongs to R. In the first case r must have a A ,

partner at least as good as g since G is worsteR, A '). In the latter case, (g, r) belongs

to A and, by (2), r must get itsA' partner ranked higher than G. Therefore (g, r) can

not be a blocking pair to A' if g is in cp.

(b) Since A is stable, it is impossible for both g and r to be outside of cp. If
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g is not in cp and r is in cp, then (g, r) is a blocking pair to A too. By (2), r's A ,

partner is better than its A-partner. So r prefers g to its A '-partner implies r prefers

g to its A -partner. Since g's partners are the same in A and A', g prefers r to its A ,

partner implies g prefers r to its A-partner. Since A is stable, this case is also a

contradiction.

In summary, A' is stable. That is, A'eA.

COROLLARY 9.3. Let cp = (io, jo, no), (i], h, n I)' ..., (ik_] , jk-] , nk_]) be

a rotation applicable to a stable matrix A and min(no , n] , ..., nk_]) > 1. Then cp' =

(io, jo, no-l), (i], l i. nrl), ..., (ik-] , h-] , nk_r1) is a rotation applicable to A/cp.

LEMMA 9.6. Let A and A' be two stable matrices and cp a rotation applicable

to A. Suppose from Green's point of view, A strictly dominates A' and A' dominates

AIcp. Let (Go' Ro' noJ, (G], R , n]) be two consecutive triples in cp. If A (Go' R) <

A'(Go, R), thenA(G] , R) > A'(G] , R).

PROOF. As in the proof in Lemma 9.3, we have G' :> R G] where G' =

worsteR, A'). If G' is before G], thenA'(G] , R) = 0 < A(G] , R). If G' is G] ,

thenA(R, G j +) =A'(R, G j +) since A andA' are full matchings and G] is the worst

partner of R in both A and A'. If Go is the first Green in R's GS-list for A, then the

conditionA(Go' R) < A'(Go' R) impliesA(R, Go+ ) < A'(R, Go+ ) ' Otherwise, let

the last Green before Go be Gil. Since A' strictly dominates A from Red's point of

view, we have A(R, G"+) $ A'(R, G"+). In this case, the condition A (Go ' R) <

A'(Go, R) also impliesA(R, Go+) < A'(R, Go+). Now we prove for any Green

subset, G, between Go and G j on R's GS-list for A', A(G, R) ~ A'(G, R). Assume
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G is the first such Green subset after Go. ThenA(G, R) =A(R, G+) - A(R, Go+)

and A'(G, R) = A'(R, G+) - A'(R, Go+)' Since A strictly dominates A' and A'

dominates A/cp from Green's point of view, we have A(R, G+) :5 A'(R, G+) :5

A/cp(R, G+) and A(R, Go+) s A'(R, Go+) :5 A/cp(R, Go+)' Since A(R, Go+) <

A'(R, Go+), we have A'(R, Go+) = A/cp(R, Go+) = A(R, Go+) + 1. By the

definition of cp, we have A(R, G+) =A/cp(R, G+) - 1 and A(R, Go+) = A/cp(R,

Go+) - 1. Therefore, A'(G, R) = A'(R, G+) - A'(R, Go+) = A'(R, 0+) - A(R,

Go+) -1 :5A/cp(R, G+) -A(R, Go+) -1 =A(R, G+) + 1 -A(R, 0 0+) -1 =A(G,

R). Following the same argument, we can prove the assertion holds for the next G.

Finally, since A (R, G] +) =A'(R, G] +) and, for any Green subset, G, between Go

and G] on R's GS-list for A', A '(G, R) ~ A(G, R), then A(G] , R) > A '(G], R).

LEMMA 9.7. Let A and A' be two stable matrices and cp a rotation applicable

to A. Suppose from Green's point of view, A strictly dominatesA' and A ' dominates

A/cp. Let (G, Ro, no),(G ] , R] , n]) be two consecutive triples in cp. IfA (G, RoJ >

A'(G, Ro), thenA(G, R]) < A'(G, R]).

PROOF. By the definition of cp, R] is the first Red subset on G's GS-list

for A and available to G. Let the last Red subset before R] on the list be R'. By

Lemma 9.2, all Red subsets before R] on the list are finished with G. By Lemma

9.3, we haveA(G, R) ~A'(G, R) for every R before R] on G's GS-list for A. Since

A(G, RoJ > A'(G, RaJ, we haveA(G, R'+) > A'(G, R'+). By the definition of cp, we

haveA(G, R]+) =A/cp(G, R]+). SinceA dominates A' andA' dominates dye, we

haveA(G, R]+) ~A'(G, R]+) ~A/cp(G, R]+). That means,A'(G, R]+) = A(G,
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R]+). Therefore, A(G, R]) < A'(G, R]).

LEMMA 9.8. Let A and A' be two stable matrices and ¢ a rotation applicable

to A. Suppose from Greenspoint of view, A strictly dominates A' and A' dominates

A/¢. Suppose (Go' RoJ is a pair in o sucn that A (Go , RoJ > A '(Go , RoJ. Thenfor

any pair (G, R) in the ¢ we have A(G, R) > A'(G, R).

PROOF. Suppose (G] , R]) is the successor pair in ¢ to (Go' Ro). By

Lemma9.7,A(Go,R]) <A'(Go,R]). Then,byLemma9.6,A(G],R]) >A'(G],

RI)' In this way we can prove every pair in ¢ has the desired property since all pairs

form a circular list.

LEMMA 9.9. Let A be a stable matrix and ¢ be a rotation applicable to A.

Then A/¢ is an immediate successor ofA.

PROOF. Suppose there is a stable matrixA ' such that A ' is an immediate

successor of A and A' strictly dominates A/¢. Since ¢ is applicable to A, then, for

any G in ¢, there are two Red subsets R] and R2 such that R] is before R2 on G's

as-list for A andA(G, R]) = A/¢(G, R]) + 1 andA(G, R~ = A/¢(G, R~ - 1. So,

for any R which is R] or strictly between R] and R2 ,A(G, R+) = A/¢(G, R+) +

1 while A(G, R+) = A/cp(G, R+) for the rest of the Red on G's as-list for A and

for any (G, R) which is not in ¢. SinceA dominates A' andA' dominatesA/¢, then,

by Theorem 3.2, for any G in the cp and for any R which is R] or strictly between R]

and R2 (R] and R2 are the same as defined above),A'(G, R+) is either A(G, R+)

or A/cp(G, R+), whileA'(G, R+) = A(G, R+) = A/¢(G, R+) for the rest of the Red

on G's as-list for A and for any (G, R) which is not in cp. By Lemma 9.8, if there
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is a pair (Go, Ro) in cp such that A (Go ' RaJ > A'(Go, RaJ, then for any pair (G, R)

in the cp we haveA(G, R) > A'(G, R). Suppose there is no such pair (Go' Ro) in cp

that A (Go , Ro) > A'(Go, Ro)' That meansA(G, R) ~A'(G, R) for any pair (G, R)

in cp. SinceA dominatesA', thenA(G, R) = A'(G, R) for any pair (G, R) in cp, which

contradicts the assumption that A ' is an immediate successor ofA. So, there is some

pair (Go' Ro) in cp such thatA(Go' RaJ > A'(Go' RaJ. Then, since A dominatesA',

we haveA(G, R+) > A'(G, R+) which impliesA'(G, R+) isA/cp(G, R+) for any G

in cp and for any R which is R1 or strictly between R1 and R2 (R1 and R2 are the

same as defined above). Therefore, for any G we have A '(G, R +) = A/cp(G, R +)

for any R on G's GS-list for A. That implies A '=A/cp. So, the claim holds.

THEOREM 9.2. Suppose A and A' are two stable matrices for a given

instance, and A' is an immediate successor of A, then there is exactly one rotation cp

applicable to A such that A' =A/cp.

PROOF. Since A strictly dominates A', then we have at least a pair (G',

R') such thatA(G', R') > A'(G~ R') ~AiG~ R'). By Theorem 9.1, givenA and the

pair (G~ R'), we can construct a rotation cp such that A/cp is stable and A strictly

dominates A/cp from Green's point of view. GivenA(G~ R') > A'(G~ R'), by using

Lemma 9.7 and Lemma 9.6 repeatedly, we can prove A(G, R) > A'(G, R) for any

pair (G, R) in the list as specified in Theorem 9.1, and therefore, for any pair in cp.

Then, by Lemma 9.5, A/cp also dominates A' from Green's point of view since cp, A

and A' match the conditions in the lemma. This is a contradiction to the fact that

A'is an immediate successor of A ifA/cp =1= A'. So A' =A/cp. Let 1f be the rotation
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matrix of cp. Then 1f =A - A' is uniquely determined, so is the S set of cp. Then for

every triple (G, R, n) in cp, n = A(G, R) is uniquely determined. Therefore, cp is

unique.

In fact, it can be proved that the D and D' of A and A' are the Sand T of a

rotation cp such that D' = D/cp, where D/cp stands for the result of applying cp to D.

If the matrix A and its immediate successor A' are both known, we next describe an

easy way to construct the rotation cp from A to A ', First, determine the D and D' of

the A and A '. Start cp with any pair in D. Suppose (g, r) is the last pair in cp. Find

(g, r') in D' and append (g', r') in D to the cp until the first pair of cp reappears. Then

replace every pair (i, j) on the list with (i, j, Ail

COROLLARY 9.4. Suppose A is a stable matrix and A' is an immediate

successor ofA. If there is a pair (G, R) such that A(G, R) > A '(G, R), then A(G, R)

=A '(G, R) + 1 and there is exactly one rotation cp applicable to A such that (G, R)

€ cp and A' =A/cp. Likewise, if there is a pair (G, R) such that A(G, R) < A '(G, R),

then A(G, R) =A '(G, R) - 1 and there is exactly one rotation ¢ applicable to A such

that (G, R) is in the T of cp and A' = A/cp.

PROOF. Since the rotation matrix of cp, it, isA - A', then (G, R), as a part

of the difference, must be in the S or T of cp.

Definition. If (G, R, n) and (G~ R~ n') are two successive triples in a

rotation cp, then we say, cp rotates R down to R' (for G) and cp rotates G' up to G (for

R'), to indicate that one slot of G or R' has moved between two subsets.

COROLLARY 9.5. For a stable matching instance, no rotation can be
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contained in any other.

Definition. A sequence of rotations from A to A' (A dominates A ') is a

sequence of rotations, (¢l r ¢2' ..., ¢k)' such that Al = Ao/¢1 ' A 2 = A 1/¢2 ' ..., A k

=A k-1/ ¢ k ' where A = A o' A' = Ak , and A j +1 is an immediate successor ofAj for

any i€[O, k-l].

COROLLARY 9.6. Let A be the solution space for a given stable matching

instance, A, A'€A and A dominate A '. Then there is at least one sequence of rotations

from A to A'.

PROOF. Since A dominates A', there is at least one path from A to A'

via a sequence of immediate successors of A and its successors on the path. By

Theorem 9.2, each stable matrix and its immediate successor uniquely determines a

rotation. Therefore, the desired sequence of rotations exists.

Definition. Suppose A and A ' are two stable matrices for a given matching

instance and A dominates A ', The Difference Matrix from A to A' is Q = A - A'.

By Corollary 9.6, there is a sequence of rotations (¢l' ¢2' ..., ¢k) from A to
k

A '. Let 1fj be the matrix of ¢j for any iejl, k], then Q = L 1f j .

i-I

COROLLARY 9.7. Let ¢1 and ¢2 be two distinct rotations applicable to a

stable matrix A. Then the two rotations have no pair in common (we say they are

disjoint). Furthermore, ¢2 is applicable to A/¢1 ' ¢1 is applicable to A/¢2 ' and

PROOF. Suppose there is a pair in common to two rotations. By the

criteria for determining the next rotation pair and the same GS-list for A, the next
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rotation pair must be in common too. Thus, the two rotations have the same S.

Since both ¢ 1 and ¢2 are applicable to A, the corresponding n values for each pair

in S must be the same in both. Thus, the two rotations are identical, contradicting

the assumption. (In fact, since they follow the same criteria for determining the next

rotation pair, it is easy to prove there is no Green or Red subset in common to

them.) Let 1(1 and 1(2 be the rotation matrices for ¢1 and ¢2 ,respectively. Since

both ¢] and ¢2 are applicable to A and there is no pair in common, every element

of A -1(] is at least as great as that of 1(2 ' and every element of A -1(2 is at least as

great as that of 1(i- Furthermore, since the two rotations are disjoint, application of

one would not change the n values of the other. Since there is no subset in common,

the criteria are not changed to the other after each of them is applied. So, ¢2 is

applicable toA/¢] and ¢1 is applicable toA/¢2' SinceA-1(r1(2 = A-1(2-1(] , then

A/¢]/¢2 = A/¢2I'¢] .

THEOREM 9.3. Suppose A is the solution space for a given stable matching

instance, A, A' are any two stable matrices in A and A dominates A '. If there are more

than one sequence of rotations from A to A ~ then they are permutations of each other.

Hence the sequences have the same length and consist of the same set of rotations.

PROOF. Let L 1 and L 2 be two distinct sequences of rotations, (¢l' ¢2'

..., ¢p) and (¢']' ¢'2' ... , ¢'q)' from A to A', wherep?2 and q?2. That is,A/L] =

A/¢]/¢/../¢p = A' = A/¢'1/¢':!..»: = A/L2. We will use induction on the size

of L l' p, to prove p = q and any rotation in L 1 must be in L2 and vice versa. We

start withp=2, where A' = A/¢]/¢2' If ¢1=¢'1' thenA/¢]=A/¢'] andA' is an
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immediate successor of A/<p'] since A' is an immediate successor of A/<p]. That

means there is exactly one rotation <p such thatA'=A/<p']/<p. In other words, <P2=<P'2

and L]=L2 ' contradicting the assumption that LifL2' So, <Pif<P']. By Corollary

9.7, <p] and <p'] have no pair in common. However, A' is an immediate successor of

A/<p] and a successor of A/<p']. Therefore, <P2 must be equal to <p']. That is,

A'=A/<p/<p']. Then, by Corollary 9.7,A/<p]/<p']=A/<p']/<p] ,which implies A' is an

immediate successor of A/<p'] and <P'2 = <p]. This proves that the assertion is true

for p =2. Suppose the assertion is true for p <k. We prove it is true for p =k. If

<p]=<p'] , thenA/<p]=A/<p']. By the induction hypothesis, the assertion is true for

A/<p], A~ (<P?J ..., <pp) and (<P'2' ..., <P'q). Since <p]=¢'] , it is also true for A,A~ (<p]'

<P2' ..., <pp) and (<p'], <P'2' ..., <P'q). If <PM'] , then we can find A" such that A" =

A/<p/<p'] = A/¢']/<p]. It is obvious that A" dominates A'. So there exists a

sequence of rotations. say L, from A" to A'. By the induction hypothesis, the

assertion is true for A/<p] , A~ (<P2' ..., <Pk) and (<p'], L), and, therefore, true for A,

A~ (<p], ¢2' ..., <Pk) and (¢], <p'], L). That means the size of L is k-2. Again, by

the induction hypothesis, the assertion is true for A/¢'], A ~ (<P'2' ..., <P'k) and (<p]'

L), and, therefore, true for A, A~ (<p'], <P'2' ..., <P'k) and (<p'], <p] , L). Since the

assertion is true for (<p]' <p'], L) and (<p'], <p], L), then the assertion is true for A,

A ~ (<p], ¢?J ..., <Pk) and (<p'] , <p '2' ... , <p 'k)' Thus, the assertion holds.

COROLLARY 9.8. A rotation can not be equivalent to a sequence of two or

more rotations for the same matching instance. That is, for any rotation <p applicable

to some A, there is no sequence of rotations, <Po' ¢] , ..., ¢i' such that i ~ 1, <PO is
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applicable to A and A/(j) =A/(j)r/(j)jj. ../(j)i .

Definition. The set of rotations ofA is the set of rotations which appear in

any sequence from A o to A.

Definition. Let A o and A z be the Green-Optimal and the Red-Optimal

matrix for a given stable matching instance, respectively. Any sequence of rotations

from A o to A z is called a maximal chain. A rotation for the matching instance is any

rotation which occurs in any maximal chain.

THEOREM 9.4. Any maximal chain contains all the possible rotations for

the matching instance.

PROOF. For any element A in (A, s), we have Ao~ and A~z'

Therefore, any element of the distributive lattice is on a path from A oto Az . That

means every rotation is on a maximal chain. By Theorem 9.3, all maximal chains

have the same set of rotations. Thus the theorem is proved.

LEMMA 9.10. Let (j) be a rotation containing (G, R, n) and applicable to

a stable matrix A. Let A' be a successor ofA/(j). Then n = A(G, R) > A '(G, R).

PROOF. By definition, after the application of (j) to A, we have A/(j)(G,

R) = A(G, R) - 1 and worst(R, A/(j) :S.R G. Precisely, when n = 1, then worst(R,

A/</J) "'R G andA/(j)(G, R) = 0; otherwise, G = worst(R, A/(j) andA/(j)(G, R) = n 

1. By Lemma 9.3, we haveA/(j)(G, R) ;::A'(G, R). So, in all cases, n =A(G, R) >

A'(G, R).

The above lemma says, for any pair (G, R) in (j), the number of matching slots

between G and R can not increase once it starts to decrease.
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By the way, if A dominates A' from Green's point of view, and (G, R) is on

the as-lists for A, then, if R is finished with G in A, R may remain finished with G

in A' or be removed from the as-lists for A' because of the updates by some

rotation; or, if R is not finished with G in A, it may remain unfinished with G in G's

as-list for A' or change to be either finished or removed from the lists.

THEOREM 9.5. Everyrotationfor a given matching instance can occur only

once on any maximal chain.

PROOF. By Lemma 9.10, after applying a rotation cp containing (G, R,

n) to a stable matrix A, the number of matching slots between G and R can not

increase but must decrease. This is obvious since this number can grow only when

R is not finished with G, and it can decrease only when R is finished with G. So, for

any triple (G, R, n) in cp, even if n > 1, cp is not applicable to A/cp and its successors

since this number is not equal to n any more.

Note that, in the standard stable matching problem, n is always one for any

pair in a rotation and, therefore, can be dropped from the definition of rotation and

the algorithm.

THEOREM 9.6. For a given matching instance, let the set Green be

partitioned into m non-overlapping subsets, and the set Red into n non-overlapping

subsets and let p == minim, n). Let the size of Green be k and the size of Red be I and

let q == mintk; I). Then the maximum number of rotations this instance can have in its

solution space is (p-l)q/2.

PROOF. If (g, r) is a pair in the S set of a rotation cp, cp moves g at least
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one position down on its preference list, and moves r at least one position up in its

preference list. Suppose g€G j and G, has Sj slots. Since q is the maximum number

of pairs of slots we can have for a matching, then there are at most q-Sj positions

available on G;'s preference list for all possible rotations. Let X be the total

positions available for all possible rotations, then X is not greater than the sum of

q-Sj over i from 1 to m. Since the sum of Sj over i from 1 to m is q, then X is not

greater than qm-q. By a symmetrical argument on Red, X is not greater than qn-q.

Since p = minim, n), then X is not greater than (P-l)q. Since each rotation has at

least two pairs in its S set, the total number of rotations this instance can have in its

solution space is not greater than (p-l)q/2.

Note that, if we letp=q=n, then this number is (n-l)n/2, the number for the

standard case. Therefore, this formula is a generalization of the standard case.

The Correctness and Time Complexity of Aleorithm II:

Algorithm II was originally designed by Gusfield and Irving for the standard

matching problem. We modified it to fit our generalized situation. This algorithm

uses the results from Algorithm I, namely A o ' A z ' and the initial GS-lists, to

generate all rotations for the given matching instance in the order of their

appearance in one of the maximal chains. Its design is based on the principles

established in Theorem 9.1, Lemma 9.9, Theorem 9.4, and Theorem 9.5. The

algorithm starts by cornparing.L, and.d, to find a pair (i, j) such thatA;/ > A;f, and
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puts the triple (i, j, Ai) onto a stack. By Theorem 9.1, given any stable matchingA

other than zl, ' if there is an element (i, j) inA such thatAij > Ail, then we can find

a rotation ¢ which applies toA. After a ¢ has been found, the triple (i, j, f) is either

in ¢ or remains in the stack. If it remains in the stack, then nexttti, j, f)) in A/¢ is

the same as that in A since the GS-list of Gi for A/¢ is the same as that for A

(Recall G's GS-list is updated only if G is in ¢). If (i, j, f) is on the top of the stack,

then the search for next rotation will continue withA/¢. If the triple (i, j, f) is in ¢,

then A/¢ij = A ij - 1 and the search for next triple (i', j~ t') will resume at position

(i, j) but inA/¢ rather thanA. By Corollary 9.9,A/¢ is an immediate successor of

A. This guarantees that the chain we are constructing is maximal. This search must

terminate since A dominates A/¢ and there is only a finite number of stable

matchings between A and A z • By Theorem 9.4 and Theorem 9.5, since every

rotation for the given matching instance occurs exactly once on a maximal chain, we

are guaranteed to find all the rotations without repetition. Therefore, the algorithm

is correct.

For the time analysis, we assume the time for next((i, j, t)) is a constant since

as-lists are used. In addition, for the convenience of discussion, we divide the time

complexity of the whole algorithm as the sum of the following parts:

(1) the total number of comparisons needed for searching all pairs, (i, j), such

that A ij > Ai/, which is mq in the worst case (the notation follows that in Theorem

9.6).

(2) the total number of times for pushing and popping rotation triples, which
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is a multiple of the total number of triples in the rotations. Since each triple

corresponds to a rotation, this number is a multiple of the total number of rotations.

Suppose the maximum size of a rotation in this instance is c. By Theorem 9.6, the

maximum number of rotations an instance can have is (p-l)q/2. So, the total number

of stack operations is c(P-l)q.

(3) the number of assignments to build all rotation matrices, which is the same

as that in (2) in the worst case.

(4) the total number of comparisons and assignments needed to update the

as-lists, which is also a multiple of the total number of triples in the rotations.

In summary, the time complexity is O(mq) which is O(ci) for the standard

case.
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Algorithm II :

{ find A oand Az ' and create the initial GS-lists by using Algorithm I.}
{ if A of A z then do the following.}

set up an empty stack;
k := 0; i : = 1; j := 1;
while i ~ m do {m and n are the number of subsets in Green and Red, respectively}

begin
if the stack is empty then
begin

find := false;
while (i ~ m) and (find =l= true) do
begin

while (j s n) and (Ai/ ~Al) doj:= j + 1;
if j < n then {A.. > A·· and A ..k=j=O}:- IJ If If
begm

push (i, j, A;/) onto the stack;
find := true

end
else
begin

i:=i+1;
j:= 1;

end
end

end; {(i, j) is the first Green-Red pair in the search sequence with A/ =l= 0
and A ..k > A ..z }

If If

if the stack is not empty then
begin

(i, j, t) := the Green-Red-integer triple on top of the stack;
(i, j, t) := next«i, j, t»;
while (i, j, t) is not in the stack do
begin

push (i, j, t) onto the stack;
(i, j, t) := next«i, j, t»

end;
(i', l'. t') := top of stack;
pop stack;
set up a list S containing only the triple (i', j~ t');
while (i, j, t) =l= (i~ i'. t') do
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begin
(i', j: t') := top of stack;
pop stack;
add the triple (i: j', t') to the head of S

end;
output ¢k;
Build-Matrix(cf>~); {build matrix rk with ¢k};
A k +1 := A k - F;
k:=k+1;
as_Update; {update the reduced preference lists}

end
end.

function next«~ j, n»;

begin

Rt :.==- first R after fl. available to G j in A k
;

Gs . - worst(Rt , A ),
next«i, j, n» := (s, t, As/ );

end.

Procedure Build-Matrix(cf>k);

begin

r:= 0;
(i, j) := first pair in cf>k;
repeat

r .- 1·
d{ j"1 :~ the pair succeeding (i, j) in cf>k;
rf' := -1;
U; j) := U: j');

until «i, j) is the last pair in cf>k);

end.

r .- 1·
d{ j"1 :~ the first pair in cf>k;
rij' := -1;
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Procedure GS_Update; {after new A is obtained }

begin

(i, j) := first pair in ¢k;
repeat

if A··=O thenIJ
delete 11 from G/s GS-list;
delete Vi from R/s GS-list;

(i', j') := the pair succeeding (i, j) in ¢k;

if Gi becomes worst(Rj' , A k) then
mark Rj' as finished in G/s GS-list;

if Rj' becomes worst(Gi , A k) then
mark Gi as finished in R/s GS-list;

(i, j) := (i', j');
until «i, j) is the last pair in ¢k);

end.

ifA··=O thenIJ
delete 11 from ot« as-list;
delete Vi from R/s as-list;

(i', j') := the first pair in ¢ ;

if Gi becomes worst(Rj' , A~) then
mark Rj' as finished in ot« GS-list;

if Rj' becomes worst(G, ' Ak) then
mark Gi as finished in R/s GS-list;
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Chapter 10. The Rotation Poset (Algorithm III)

By Algorithm II, we can get the set of all rotations for a given matching

instance. However, some rotations must be applied before some others in all

maximal chains of the solution lattice. That means there is a partial order on the

members of the rotation set. Gusfield and Irving [8] prove that there is a one-to-one

correspondence between a stable matching and a top closed subset of the rotation

poset in the standard case. This must also be true in our case since both solution

spaces have basically the same representation as proved in the last section. Formally,

we have the following definitions and theorems.

Definition. Let ¢ and ¢' be any two distinct rotations for a matching

instance. Then ¢ < ¢', and we say ¢ precedes ¢', iff ¢ appears before ¢' in every

maximal chain of the solution lattice. ¢ immediately precedes ¢' iff ¢ < ¢', and there

is no other rotation ¢" such that ¢ < ¢" < ¢'.

Definition. A rotation ¢ can not be applied after a rotation riff ¢ can not

be applied to any matching obtained by applying rotations to a matching Air that

r has been applied to.

Uniqueness Principle. For any property of rotations, if one rotation with

that property can not be applied after another with that property, then there is at most

one rotation with that property.

PROOF. If there are two rotations with the given property, they must

both occur in some maximal chain. This contradicts the assumption that one can not
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be applied after the other.

LEMMA 10.1. Any rotation triple (G, R, n) occurs in at most one rotation.

PROOF. By Lemma 9.10, after a rotation containing (G, R, n) has been

applied, the number of partners between G and R is decreased and never increases

to n again. Thus a second such rotation can never be applied. By the Uniqueness

Principle, this rotation is unique in a maximal chain. So, the claim holds.

LEMMA 10.2. Let (/J and (/J' be two rotations for a given matching instance.

Suppose (/J and (/J' have triple (G, R, n) and (G, R, n'), respectively, and n > n'. Then

(/J precedes (/J'.

PROOF. By Lemma 9.10, in any maximal chain, once the rotation

containing (G, R, n') has been applied, the number of partners between G and R will

always be n' - 1 or less and thus a rotation containing (G, R, n) cannot be applied

after a rotation containing (G, R, n ').

LEMMA 10.3. The unique rotation containing (G, R, n +1) applies to a

stable matching A with A(G, R) = n +1 and produces a matching B with B(G, R) = n.

PROOF. By Corollary 904 and Lemma 10.1.

LEMMA lOA. At most one rotation rotates an R's worstpartner up to G

or above. That is, at most one rotation applies to a stable matching A in which

G -<R worst(R, A) and produces a matching B in which worst(R, B) :5.R G.

PROOF. By Lemma 9.10, rotations always move a Red's worst partner

up. Hence two such rotations which move R's worst partner up to G or above

cannot be applied one after another. Hence again, the Uniqueness Principle applies.
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LEMMA 10.5. At most one rotation produces a given (G, R, n) with G =

R's worstpartner. That is, there is only one rotation which applies to a stable matching

A with A(G, R) =F n and produces a stable matching B with G =worsttlc; B) and B(G,

R) = n.

PROOF. Suppose cf> produces a matching B with G = worst(R, B) and

B(G, R) = n from a matching A withA(G, R) =F n. Then either A(G, R) < nand cf>

rotates a partner of R up to G = worst(R, B) or A(G, R) = n+1. In the first case,

there is at most one such rotation by Lemma lOA, while in the second case, there is

at most one such rotation by Lemma 10.3. Finally no two rotations of the above

types can apply after each other since after the first, the number of partners between

G and R is always n and the second can not apply; and after the second, R's worst

partner is always G or higher and the first can not apply.

LEMMA 10.6. If a rotation cf> applies to a matchingA, then it also applies

to matchings obtained by applying any sequence of rotations other than cf> to A.

PROOF. Suppose B is obtained from A by applying some sequence of

rotations. If (G, R, n) is in cf> and ep applies to A, then A(G, R) = n. Since no

rotation other than cf> contains (G, R, n) (by Lemma 10.1),B(G, R) = n. Also G =

worst(R, A) and since a rotation never moves a worst partner down and since G is

a partner of R inB, G = worst(R, B). For two successive triples (G, R, n) and (G:

R: n') in cf> and any S between Rand R' on G's GS-list for A we have G =S worst(S,

A). Since rotations never move a worst partner down, we have worst(S, B) »s G

which means S is either finished with G on G's GS-list for B or has been dropped
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from it. So cp is also applicable to B.

LEMMA 10.7. If all rotations preceding cp have been applied to the

Green-Optimal matching (Ao)' then cp can be applied.

PROOF. If cp can not be applied to a matchingA, then for some triple (G,

R, n) of cp, G =1= worst(R, A) or A(G, R) =1= n or for some successive triples (G, R, n),

(G: R: n') and some S between Rand R' on the GS-list of G for A, G -<s worst(S,

A). By Lemmas lOA and 10.5, there are unique rotations which remedy these

obstructions. These rotations must always precede cp. Hence if all rotations which

precede cp have been applied, so can cp be applied.

COROLLARY 10.1. Any sequence ofrotations which contains all rotations and

preserves the precedence relation, i.e., a topological sorting of the rotations under the

precedence relation, is a maximal chain of rotations.

Definition. A set of rotations is top closed with regard to the partial order

< iff, for any member of the set, its predecessor is also in the set.

LEMMA 10.8. A set of rotations is top closed iff it is the top segment of

a maximal chain.

PROOF. =>: Suppose W is a rotation poset for a given matching instance

and V is a top closed subset of W. Let Lv be a topologically ordered sequence of all

rotations in V with regard to the partial order <. Then there exists a topologically

ordered sequence, L w ' of all rotations in W with Lv as its top segment. By Corollary

10.1, L w corresponds to a unique maximal chain of the solution space. Therefore,

L; corresponds to the top segment of a maximal chain.
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< =: By the definition of <, the top segment of a maximal chain includes all

the predecessors of any element in the segment. Therefore, the set of rotations in

the top segment of a maximal chain is top closed.

THEOREM 10.1. A set of rotations is top closed iff it is the set of rotations

for some stable matchingA.

PROOF. = >: Suppose V is a top closed set of rotations. ByLemma 10.8,

V is the top segment of a maximal chain. By definition, a set of rotations for a stable

matching A is the set of rotations which appear in any sequence from A o to A.

Therefore, V is the set of rotations for some stable matching A.

< =: Suppose W is the set of rotations for some stable matching A. Thus W

is the set of rotations above A in some maximal chain. By Lemma 10.8, W is top

closed.

Now we take a closer look at the immediate predecessors.

Definition. A rotation T is a reducing predecessor of qJ iff for some triple (G,

R, n) of qJ, (G, R, n +1) is in T. A rotation IJ. is an improving predecessor of qJ iff for

some successive triples (G, R, n) and (G~ R~ n') of qJ and (H', S~ m') and (H, S, m)

of IJ., R :SG S -<G R' and H' :ss G -<s Hand m = 1.

Here, a reducing predecessor T reduces n +1 to n and an improving

predecessor IJ. moves S's worst partner up to H' which is G or above so qJ can move

R down to R' over S.

LEMMA 10.9.

precedes qJ.

If T is a reducing or improving predecessor of qJ, then T
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PROOF. This follows from Lemmas 10.3 and lOA.

LEMMA 10.10. If all reducing predecessors and improving predecessors of

¢ have been applied to the Green-Optimal matching (Ao), then ¢ can be applied.

PROOF. Use the same proof in Lemma 10.7 noting that the required

predecessors are either reducing or improving predecessors.

THEOREM 10.2. Thepredecessorrelation on rotations isthetransitive closure

of the union of the reducing and improving predecessor relations.

PROOF. Let ¢ be any rotation, let P be the set of predecessors of ¢

under the precedence relation, and let RI* be the set of predecessors of ¢ under the

transitive closure of the union of the reducing and improving relations. By Lemma

10.9,RI* cl', To prove that P clU*, it suffices to exhibit a maximal chain in which

the rotations before ¢ are exactly the rotations of RI*.

Let ¢] , ¢2 ' ¢3' ,.. ,¢ be a topological sorting of RI* along with ¢. By

Lemma 10.10. these rotations form a chain of rotations from the Green-optimal

matching to some matching A. The desired maximal chain is formed by extending

this chain below A to a maximal chain.

Now we need to find out, given all rotations of a matching instance, how to

find the union of the reducing and improving predecessor relations. By definition,

we can find this partial order by enumerating all maximal chains of the solution

lattice. However, it can be very inefficient if the problem size is very big. We will

find it via Algorithm III without using the enumeration method.

Let A be a stable matrix in a maximal chain and ¢ a rotation. By definition,
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¢ is applicable to A iff for any triple (i, j, n) in ¢, A ij = n, G, = worst(Rj , A), and

if (i', j~ n') is its successor triple, then Rj' is the first Red subset after Rj available to

G, on G/s GS-list for A. Suppose ¢ is not applicable to A and ¢ has never been

applied to any matrix before A in the chain. We want to check what kind of

rotations must precede ¢ in the maximal chain before cp can be successfully applied

to one of A's successors. The problems with the applicability, and, hence, the

predecessor required by the problem, must be one or more of the following:

(1) IfAij > n for any triple (i, j, n) in ¢, then ¢ can not be applied toA. That

means, any rotation ¢' that reduces A ij to n must precede cp. Obviously, ¢' is a

reducing predecessor of ¢.

(2) IfAij < n for any triple 0, j, n) in ¢, then ¢ can not be applied toA. That

means, any rotation that increases A ij to n by generating a new pair 0, j) must

precede ¢. That is, ¢ and ¢' have some common pair in the S set of ¢ and the T set

of ¢'. Formally, the relation can be described as: ¢' precedes ¢ if for some

successive triples (G, R, n) and (G~ R~ n') of ¢ and (H: S~ m') and (H, S, m) of ¢',

R =G S ~G R' and H' =s G ~ sHand m = 1. Obviously ¢' is an improving

predecessor.

In steps (3) - (5), we check how other rotations can help ¢ meet the criteria

for determining next rotation pair. Let (i, j, n), (i', j: n') be two consecutive triples

in ¢.

(3) If Rj' is not the first Red subset after Rj available to Gi ' then there must

be at least one R between Rj and Rj' in G/s GS-list for A and available to Gi . R can
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eventually become finished with G; when other rotations add more (G;, R) pairs and

make G; the worst partner of R, or be removed from the list when some rotations

move the worst partner of R from below G; to above G; in the GS-list of R.

Therefore, any other rotation which moves R from below G; to G; or above must

precede cp to avoid instability. Formally, we have: cp' precedes cp if for some

successive triples (G, R, n) and (G~ R', n') of cp and (H~ S~ m') and (H, S, m) of cp',

R iT S iJ R' and H' ~ S G -< sHand m = 1. Obviously cp' is an improving

predecessor.

(4) If G; =!= worst(Rj , A), then there must be some Go after G; on R/s GS-list

for A, and any rotation that removes the Go from the list must precede cp. Suppose

cp' is the last rotation to make G; the worst partner of Rj . Then cp' can remove (Gr;

Rj ) by moving Rj to G, or above. If cp' moves Rj to G; , the relation of cp' and cp is

the same as that in (2). Therefore, we only need to find the predecessor that moves

Rj above G;. Formally, the relation can be described as: cp' precedes cp if for some

successive triples (G, R, n) and (G', R~ n') of cp and (H~ S', m') and (H, S, m) of cp',

R = G S -<G R' and H' -< S G -< sHand m = 1. Obviously cp' is an improving

predecessor.

(5) If Rj' is not available to G; , that means Rj' is finished with 0;. Then,

there is no rotation that can help since nothing can move Rj' from the finished status

back to unfinished status with 0; .
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The Correctness and Time Complexity of Aleorithm III:

Algorithm III is a direct implementation of the definitions of the reducing and

improving predecessors and is totally different from Gusfield's, since, as we have

discovered before, there are many new situations that only exist in our grouped

matching problem. This algorithm uses the output of Algorithms I and II, namely

A o,Az ' the initial GS-lists, and a maximal chain MC which lists all the rotations of

the given matching instance. By the definition of precedence, if rotation ¢ precedes

T, ¢ occurs before T in MC. Let I (G,R) and II(G,R) be arrays indexed on Green and

Red subsets, G and R. For each G and each R, I(G,R) will point to a list of all

rotations ¢ which contain (G, R, n) for some n. After I is filled, each list will be

sorted with respect to the precedence order. Thus they are also sorted in decreasing

order with respect to n. After II is filled, II(G,R) is either empty or a single rotation,

the unique rotation which contains a triple (G~ R, 1) and which rotates G' to G or

above. RIP is a list of all pairs of rotations < T, ¢ > such that T is a reducing or an

improving predecessor of ¢. It is clear from the definition of the reducing and

improving precedence relations that all pairs of these relations have been generated

and placed in RIP.

Let #T be the total number of (G, R, n) triples which occur in any rotation

for a given matching instance. To fill array I takes #T steps. To fill array II also

takes #T steps, provided one locates Gil in R's precedence list in constant time. It

is easy to implement this using the GS-lists: Place a marker (implemented as a
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pointer) on each R's initial GS-list, initially at the bottom of the list. When a

rotation ep of Me is encountered which moves R up from G' to Gil, the marker will

be at G'. As the II(G,R)'s are appended, move the marker up until it is at Gil where

it will be ready for the next rotation. To Generate RIP, the first block takes #T

steps since the sum of the lengths of the lists of array I is #T. The second block

takes #T steps using the method for filling array II. In all, the time complexity of

the algorithm is O(#T). By Theorem 9.6, #T is less than or equal to (P-l)qj2.

Therefore, the time complexity of the algorithm is O(pq).

Note that, in the standard case, array I is not needed, and the conditions

specified in array II for the improving predecessors can be simpler since several

situations do not exist in the standard case.
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Al20rithm III :

{ find AfJ and Az ' and create the initial GS-lists by using Algorithm I}
{ If AoT Az then find all rotations ¢o' ¢ 1 ' ..., ¢k (k> 0) by using Algorithm II}

set up two empty mxn arrays, I and II.

{I(G, R) points to a list of all rotations ¢ which contain (G, R, n) for some n.
Each list is sorted with respect to the precedence order. Thus they are also
sorted in decreasing order with respect to the n.}
{II(G, R) is empty or a single rotation, the unique rotation which contains a

triple (G~ R, 1) and which rotates G' to G or above.}

set up an empty list, RIP.
{RIP is a list of all rotations < 'T, ¢ > such that 'T is a reducing or an
improving predecessor of ¢.}

{Fill array I}
for i := 0 to k do { for each rotation }

for each (G, R, n)€¢i
append ¢i to the list I(G, R).

{Fill array II}
for i := 0 to k do { for each rotation }

for each successive pair (G'~ R'~ n"), (G~ R, 1) € ¢i'
{hence ¢ rotates R from G' up to G"}

for each G such that G" ~R G <R G',
append ¢i to II(G,R).

{Generate RIP}
for each G, each R,
for each successive pair <¢i' ?j> of rotations in the list I(G,R)

append <¢i' ¢j> to RIY.

for i := 0 to k do { for each rotation }
for each successive pair (G, R, n), (G~ R: n') € ¢i'
for each R" such that R ~G R" <G R' and II(G,R') is nonempty,

append <II(G,R'), ¢> to RIP.
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Chapter 11. Optimization

The Given:

By Algorithm III, we have found the rotation poset which is represented by

a digraph of the rotations for the given matching instance. Now we want to search

from A oand find the set of rotations for an optimal stable matching with regard to

the given objective matrix B. To do so, we need to know the weight of each rotation

with regard to B. The formal definition of the weight of a rotation is as follows:

Definition. Given an objective matrix, B, and a rotation ep = «io' j0' no),

(i1 , l i- nl)' ..., (ik-1 , h-l' nk-l))' the weight of ep with regard to the B, weep), is
k-l
L (b· . -b, .)

lrlt+l ltlt '
t-O

where his lo .

So, as inputs to the optimization problem, we have the value of the objective

function for A o ' and a digraph of rotations with their weights.

The Objectives:

Given the inputs as specified above, the optimization problem is to find a

maximum-weight top-closed subset of the weighted rotation poset for the given

matching instance.

The Method:

Gusfield and Irving [8] recommend the following way to reduce the problem

of finding a maximum-weight top-closed subset of the weighted rotation poset to the

problem of finding a maximum flow and minimum s-t cut. In this way, we can find
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a minimum s-t cut K in the digraph in O(n4) time and use K to find the maximum

weight closed subset of the rotation poset in O(n 2) time (n is the size of the problem

in the standard case). To be complete we quote the method:

"A node ep in G(M) (the digraph of the rotation poset) is called a
negative node if weep) < 0, and is called a positive node if weep) > o.
We let P denote the set of positive nodes and let N denote the set of
negative nodes of G(M). For a set S of rotations, we define the weight
of S, denoted w(S) to be the sum of the weights of the rotations in S.

Given a weighted, directed network G with designated nodes sand t,
an s-t cut is a partition of the nodes of G into two sets (U, V), with
S€U and t€V. The capacity of the cut, denoted C(U, V), is the sum of
the weights on the edges which cross from nodes of U to nodes of V.
A minimum s-t cut is an s-t cut of minimum total weight.

Given G(M) , we define the following capacitated s-t flow network
H(M). A source node s and a terminal node t are added to digraph
G(M). A directed edge is added from s to every negative node ¢i in
G(M); the capacity of directed edge (s, Pi) is set to Iw(epi) I. A directed
edge is added to node t from every positive node epj; the capacity of
edge (ef], t) is w(ep). Note that H(M) contains neither edge (s, ep) nor
(ep, t) it weep) = O. The capacity of every original edge in G(M) is set
to be infinite."

Then, Gusfield and Irving proved the following theorems:

"Let K be the set of edges crossing a minimum s-t cut in H(M), and let
Pk be the positive nodes of H(M) whose edges into t are not in K.
Then the nodes Pk and all nodes that reach them in H(M) (their
predecessors), define a maximum-weight closed subset of G(M).
Further, Pk is exactly the set of positive nodes of this closed subset of
G(M)."

"A maximum flow and minimum s-t cut in H(M) can be found in O(n4)

time."

"Given the positive nodes S* in a maximum-weight closed subset of
G(M), the entire closed subset can be found in O(n2) time."
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The Types of Optimization:

The linear objective function of Aij , which is the model for the optimization

problem under the stability constraints, can cover the following problems:

(a) Egalitarian stable matching:

Definition. Let rank(X, Y) be the position of X in ¥'s list. An egalitarian

table matching is a stable matching which minimizes

E A (G ,R)(rank(G,R) +rank(R,G»
VG VR

over all stable matchings.

Obviously, a Green-Optimal matching minimizes E A(G,R) rank(G,R)
VG VR

and maximizes E A(G,R) rank(R,G) over all A in A, and the Red-Optimal
VG VR

matching does the opposite.

Let bij = (n - rank(Gi, Rj)) + (m - rank(Rj, Gi)). Then

max E b : A··
VAEA ViVj IJ IJ

= max E «m+n)-rank(Gi,Rj)-rank(Rj,Gj » A ij
VAEA ViVj

- (m+n) E A ij + max - E (rank(Gi,Rj)+rank(Rj,G i»A ij
ViVj VAfA Vi'rlj

= (m+n) E A ij - min E (rank(Gi,Rj)+rank(Rj,G i»A ij·
ViVj VAEA ViVj

So, if A is the stable matching that maximizes E b ii A ii , then A is an
ViVj ~ ~

egalitarian stable matching, since E A ii is a constant for all A eA.
ViVj ~

(b) Optimal stable matching:

Definition. Given a matching instance, let the preference lists be changed

in this way: for any two subsets X and Y, in which one is from the Green and the

other from the Red, let c(X, Y) be a real number on X's preference list indicating X's
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preference for Y, such that e(X; Y) =1= e(X; Y') if Y =1= Y', and X prefers Y to Y' iff e(X;

Y) < e(X; Y').

Note the only change in an optimal stable matching from an egalitarian one

is the preference lists. The definition of stability is not changed.

Definition. An optimal stable matching is a stable matching which

minimizes L A(G,R)(e(G,R)+e(R,G» over all stable matchings.
VG VR

Obviously the egalitarian stable matching problem is a special case of the

optimal stable matching, where e(X; Y) = rank(X; Y). Let C be the maximum of e(X;

Y) for all X and Y. Let bij = 2C - e(Gi ' Rj ) -e(Rj , Gi) . Then, similar to the

egalitarian stable matching problem, the optimal stable matching problem can be

reduced to the stable matching problem in our case.

(c) Resource allocation with bilateral preferences:

Resource allocation problem used to be considered unilaterally from the

resource users' point of view. That is, what is the optimal allocation of resources is

determined solely by the interests of the activities. However, in many applications,

resources can have preferences for activities assigned to them. This preference can

either be the subjective initiatives of the resource and its management, or the

restrictions on the activities imposed by the objective reality. For example, the

management of an information network with multi-level computers would not prefer

to let its high resolution graphic terminals be dedicated to word-processing or data

entry. On the other hand, management's preference may represent some restrictions.

For example, the farmer may prefer to grow some crops to others because of
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biological limitations of the land and the management cost or practice required by

the crops. More generally, we can consider this model as an optimization of an

objective function based on the matching of two ranking systems.

In our model, either Green or Red can be the resources or the activities. Each

subset represents a type of resource or a type of activity. The capacity of the

resources and the upper limits of the activities can be represented by the number of

slots each subset has. Without loss of generality, let Green be the activities. Let

ei/?'O represent the coefficient of efficiency for the activity-resource pair G, and Rj"

Let Pi'?.O be the return value of activityGi . Then Bij =P,-eij and the problem can be

solved.
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Chapter 12. Conclusions

To meet the requirements of a special kind of resource allocation problem,

involved with matching diverse, multiple resources with activities based on the

bilateral preferences and optimizing an objective function over the matchings, this

study has defined a generalized model for the stable marriage problem, provided its

supporting theory, modified some existing algorithms and created a new algorithm

to make the solutions computationally feasible. Given such a resource allocation

problem with grouped preference lists,we first apply Algorithm I to get maximal and

minimal elements of the solution lattice, A oand A z . Then we use Algorithm II to

find all rotations of the solution space. Then Algorithm III was used to find the

partial order relations in the set of rotations. Finally, we reduced this optimization

problem to a minimum cut problem. The whole process runs in time polynomial in

the problem size and the solutions are guaranteed to have Pareto Efficiency and the

majority assignment property. We found that two optimization problems in the

stable marriage problem are also covered under this model.
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Appendix. An Example

Given:

Preference Lists: (Each preference list is in the descending order of preferences.
The number in 0 is the size of the subset.)

G1 (4) : R3, R2, R1, R4, R5. R1 (2) : G1, G2, G3, G4.
G2 (3) : R2, R1, R3, R5, R4. R2 (2) : G1, G2, G4, G3.
G3 (1) : R5, R4, R1, R2, R3. R3 (3) : G2, G1, G4, G3.
G4 (1) : R4, R5, R2, R1, R3. R4 (2) : G3, G4, G1, G2.

R5 (2) : G4, G3, G2, G 1.

Objective Matrix, B:

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
G1 1.5 .9 .85 .2 .4
G2 .92 .85 .7 .4 .3
G3 .1 .05 .2 .8 1.2
G4 .23 1.1 1.4 1.7 1.3

The Maximal Elements of the Solution Lattice: (obtained via Algorithm I)

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
(2) (2) (3) (1) (1)

Mo : G1 (4) 0 1 3 0 0
G2 (3) 2 1 0 0 0
G3 (1) 0 0 0 0 1
G4 (1) 0 0 0 1 0

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
(2) (2) (3) (1) (1)

M7 : 2 2 0 0 0
2 0 3 0 0
o 0 0 1 0
o 0 0 0 1

All Rotations for the Given Instance: (obtained via Algorithm II)

¢o : {(I, 3, 3), (2, 2, I)}
¢2 : {(I, 3, 2), (2, 1, 2)}

¢1 : {(3, 5, 1), (4,4, I)}
¢3 : {(I, 3, 1), (2, 1, I)}

The Partial Order of the Rotation Poset: (obtained via Algorithm III)

¢o pred ¢2

The Weights of Rotations:

¢o: -0.1 ¢1 : -0.8 ¢2: 0.43
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The Maximum-Weight Top-Closed Subset of Rotations & the Optimal Matching:

Mo -> M1 -> M3 -> Ms
CPo CP2 CP3

Solution Space:

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5
(2) (2) (3) (1) (1) (2) (2) (3) (1) (1)

Mo : G1 (4) 0 1 3 0 0 M1 : 0 2 2 0 0
G2 (3) 2 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0
G3 (1) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
G4 (1) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0

M2 : G1 (4) 0 1 3 0 0 M3 : 1 2 1 0 0
G2 (3) 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0
G3 (1) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
G4 (1) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

M4 : G1 (4) 0 2 2 0 0 Ms : 2 2 0 0 0
G2 (3) 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
G3 (1) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
G4 (1) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

M6 : G1 (4) 1 2 1 0 0 M7 : 2 2 0 0 0
G2 (3) 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
G3 (1) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
G4 (1) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

Mo I CPo = MI ; Mo I ¢I = M2 ; MIl CPI = M4 ; MIl ¢2 = M3 ;
M21 CPo = M4 ; M31 ¢I = M6 ; M31 CP3 = Ms ; M41 ¢2 = M6 ;

Msi CPI = M7 ; M61 ¢3 = M7 •

The Values of the Objective Function for Each Stable Matching:

Mo: 9.04 M1 : 8.94 M 2 : 8.24 M 3 : 9.37
M 4 : 8.14 Ms : 9.8 M6 : 8.57 M 7 : 9
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The Distributive Lattice of Stable Matchings

G-Optimal

ep3

<PI~ R-Optimal

~
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